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Ford of Britain operates two major manufacturing sites in the UK, in Dagenham diesel engine
production and Halewood transmissions. Ford has been the UK's biggest-selling car and
commercial vehicle brand for 34 and 45 consecutive years respectively. The first Ford cars,
three Model As , were imported into the UK in and the first dealership in Southampton opened in
At first the cars were assembled from imported chassis and mechanical parts with bodies
sourced locally. In Britain's first moving assembly line for car production started with 21 cars an
hour being built. In , a plant opened in Cork , Ireland, initially for tractor manufacture, but from
cars were built as well. This factory was the first to be purpose built by Ford in Europe. The
company of Henry Ford and Son Limitedâ€”Fordsonâ€” was officially incorporated on 17 April ,
starting its life on the site of an old Cork racecourse. Its first registered office was at 36 South
Mall , Cork. Although the Manchester plant was served by the Manchester Ship Canal , Ford
decided that access to a deep water port was required and in a new site was chosen by the
River Thames at Dagenham , east of London. These shares were heavily over-subscribed. There
was considerable investing interest from America as US investors had had no previous
opportunity of investing in a Henry Ford business. The new chairman, Sir Percival Perry, had
been, and now was again, central to the development of Ford in Europe. Perry's association
with Henry Ford dated from when Perry became a shareholder of Ford's first British agency but
the very first link between them was earlier, in The two men first met in in Detroit. He raced the
company's cars, organised a chain of exclusive dealers and superintended the Trafford Park
assembly plant. In Henry Ford chose to run operations from Detroit, Perry was determined to
run all European business himself. Perry resigned in May At the first meeting of shareholders in
London on 6 March [12] Perry reported "during the first three months of our first year we and
our associated companies in Europe have delivered upwards of 50, Model 'A' vehicles into the
hands of satisfied owners. The improved Fordson tractor is not yet in production but it is hoped
to deliver the first tractors completely manufactured at our Cork works within the next month.
This was at the height of the Great Depression and the Model A was too expensive to tax and
run in Britain and very few were sold, only five in the first three months. This was Ford's first
car specifically designed for sale outside North America. In , Ford's Cork factory hit an
important milestone, producing its 25,th vehicle since becoming an assembly plant in In all, 73,
cars, trucks and tractors had been built at Cork up to that time. The original plan was for
Canada, having the benefit of Imperial Preference tariffs , to manufacture components for Ford
assembly plants in the British Empire. Dagenham was to do, and did, the same for assembly
plants in Europe but in , mired in the financial depression, both France and Germany
announced their intention to impose heavy new tariffs on imported components. In France
urgent arrangements were made with Mathis for their plant to be leased by a joint-venture to be
known as Matford and devoted to the full manufacture of Ford or Matford products. More capital
was required. There were consequential exchanges in shareholdings between Dagenham and
Dearborn and other shareholders. As an indication of the British and Irish company's sense of
independence, in Henry Ford Harry Ferguson came to 'a handshake agreement ' whereby Ford
would manufacture tractors designed by Ferguson using the "Ferguson System". Sorensen 's
autobiographyâ€”he was a director of this companyâ€”described Ferguson so unfavourably his
UK publishers were obliged to scrap all copies and pay costs and Sorensen made a public
apology. After World War II, civilian production resumed and Dagenham made , vehicles in and
factories in Walthamstow in Essex later London and Langley in Buckinghamshire later
Berkshire were acquired. The millionth vehicle made since the Dagenham factory started
production in October rolled from the assembly line on 27 August , a cream Ford 10 saloon. By ,
Ford of Britain directly employed 40, people. Until Ford Motor Company Limited remained a
publicly quoted company, its shares freely listed on British exchanges, with more than 10,
stockholders. In , Ford opened a factory at Halewood , Liverpool to make the Anglia. This
ceased to be a Ford plant although remained under Ford ownership when the last Escort came
off the production line in and was then converted to make the Jaguar X-Type in , and latterly the
Land Rover Freelander. Halewood was included in the sale of Jaguar and Land Rover to Tata
Motors in , although Ford retained ownership of its transmission works. Another new factory
opened at Basildon in to make tractors, and in , a further plant was acquired at Crymlyn
Burrows , Swansea to make chassis components and axles. The Cork factory celebrated the
year anniversary in As a result, the plant was to become the largest and most modern factory of
its kind in Ireland. It was as an important partnership from the start. By , the total area of the
plant was well over , square feet. The rationalisation plan put in place meant that in , the Cork
plant became a two-car plant that was producing the two best selling cars in Ireland: the Escort
and Cortina. The Irish company was also exporting around 4, cars mostly Escorts to Britain. The
Cork plant closed in The Ford sewing machinists strike of was a landmark labour-relations
dispute in the United Kingdom. The women were responsible for car seat covers and their strike

eventually led to a complete halt to all car production. The strike ended three weeks after it
began following the intervention of Barbara Castle , the Secretary of State for Employment and
Productivity. Ford produced a range of commercial vehicles starting with the Model TT in From
to these were badged Fordson , this changed to Fordson Thames until after which it became
plain Thames until From they reverted to Ford. After the closure of the Trafford Park factory
most of the larger commercials were built at Langley. The Langley plant closed in At midday on
Wednesday, 26 July Ford ended more than years of vehicle manufacturing in the UK, with end
of assembling Transit vans , by moving production of the next generation Transit to the Ford
Otosan plant in Turkey. Ford Southampton plant built 28, vans, barely a third of its production.
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vehicles. Current Ford Lincoln Troller. Mercury is a defunct division of the American automobile
manufacturer Ford Motor Company. Created in by Edsel Ford , Mercury was marketed as an
entry-level premium brand for nearly its entire existence, bridging the price gap between the
Ford and Lincoln model lines. From to its closure, Mercury was half of the Lincoln-Mercury
Division of Ford, forming a combined sales network distinct from Ford. Through the use of
platform sharing and manufacturing commonality, Mercury vehicles shared manufacturing
commonality with Ford or Lincoln or both concurrently , serving as counterparts for vehicles
from both divisions. Lincoln-Mercury also served as the sales network for Continental â€” ,
Edsel â€” and Merkur â€” In , Ford Motor Company announced the closure of the Mercury brand
in an effort to focus on the Ford and Lincoln brands, ending production at the end of During the
mids, Ford Motor Company was again in danger of being left at a competitive disadvantage to
both of its largest competitors despite the continuing success of its new V8-powered product
line. In contrast to the comprehensive line of brands from General Motors seven and Chrysler
Corporation four , in , Ford offered only its namesake brand and the cars of Lincoln Motor
Company. As a solution, Ford launched its own version of the s General Motors Companion
Make Program , leading the company to expand from two nameplates to five by the end of the
decade. For , Ford gained a sub-marque of its own with the higher-price De Luxe Ford , a V8 car
with model-specific interior and exterior trim. In November , four Mercury body styles were
debuted at the New York Auto Show by Edsel Ford, including a two-door and four-door sedan,
along with a two-door convertible and a two-door trunked sedan coupe; body design was
overseen by E. For the model year, Mercury made its debut with a namesake vehicle line as a
completely new design. To streamline production, Mercury did not use a division-specific
engine, offering a cubic inches 3. For , as part of its first redesign, the Mercury adopted the
Mercury Eight nameplate used in sales literature. To further separate the two model lines, the
Eight was given a model-specific grille, exterior and interior trim, and taillamps. For the first
time, the Eight was offered as a wood-bodied station wagon. For the shortened model year, 24,
Mercury vehicles were produced. As part of an interior redesign, the Eight received a dashboard
configured similar to the Lincoln Zephyr. While the Lincoln-Zephyr reentered production, the
Zephyr nameplate was discontinued Lincoln discontinued the Continental after On November 1,
, the first Mercury Eights rolled off the assembly line. As few were installed before production
ended, the unpopular Liquamatic transmission did not return as an option. In , Ford Motor
Company launched its first all-new post-war designs for all three of its model lines. To gain
exposure for both Lincoln-Mercury brands, the Lincoln was given the same bodyshell as the
Mercury Eight, largely distinguished by headlight and grille designs; Mercury and Lincoln would
feature separately-trimmed interiors. Mechanically, each brand offered its own version of the
Ford Flathead V8. For many years after its production, the â€” Mercury Eight most commonly in
a two-door form would develop a following as a street rod , making an appearance in several
films. The redesign of the Mercury model line proved successful, with the division increasing its
sales six-fold over , becoming the sixth-most popular brand in the United States. For , the
Monterey name made its first appearance, denoting a special edition of two-door coupes
alongside the Lincoln Lido and Ford Crestliner. Intended to compete against the hardtop
coupes from General Motors, the Monterey simulated the appearance of a convertible through
the use of a canvas or vinyl roof though with a pillared roofline. For , Mercury redesigned its
model line, with two nameplates replacing the Eight. The Monterey returned as a distinct model
line, slotted above the base-trim Custom; both shared bodies with Lincoln. In , the expansion of
the model line proved successful; after emerging from a war-depressed market, Mercury nearly
doubled in sales, ranking eighth. While offering an open-air interior, the Sun Valley was difficult
to market in warm-weather climates as the glass panel warmed the interior to uncomfortable
temperatures. In , Mercury underwent a redesign of its model line. While again sharing much of
its bodyshell with Lincoln, the division adopted the three-model range of Ford. As its premium
model range, the Montclair was introduced above the Monterey including the Sun Valley
glass-top hardtop, for its final year. The revision proved successful, as Mercury reached its
then-highest sales. Previewed by the XM concept car, the Turnpike Cruiser the pace car of the
Indianapolis was slotted above the Montclair, distinguished by its quad headlamps and
retractable rear window. In line with Ford, Mercury station wagons became a distinct model line,
with the Commuter , Voyager , and Colony Park ; all Mercury station wagons were hardtops. In ,
to accommodate the introduction of Edsel, Ford revised its divisional structure, with Mercury,
Edsel, and Lincoln forming a combined division M-E-L. Shared with Lincoln and the Ford
Thunderbird , Mercury introduced a cubic inches 7. The division pared several slow-selling
model lines, including the Turnpike Cruiser and Voyager; the two-door Commuter was in its
final year. As with many medium-price brands, the Mercury brand was hit hard by the economy
of the late s. While remaining eighth in sales from to the end of the decade, [16] [17] Mercury

saw a 60 percent drop in sales in , outranked by Rambler in sales. While outselling the
heavily-marketed Edsel by over a two-to-one margin; [17] it would take nearly and combined to
match the sales total. While affecting the American automotive industry as a whole, the
economic recession of the late s had the harshest impact upon medium-priced brands. For ,
Mercury entered the compact car segment a year before Buick, Oldsmobile, and Pontiac with
the introduction of the Mercury Comet. Originally developed for Edsel, the Comet was sold
without Mercury divisional badging until similar to the original Valiant from Plymouth. The
Mercury Meteor was introduced as an entry-level full-size range; as with the Comet, the Meteor
was originally developed as an Edsel before its closure. For , Mercury revised its model line,
matching it closer to Ford. To eliminate overlap with the Monterey, the Meteor nameplate was
adopted for an intermediate, giving Mercury a counterpart of the Ford Fairlane. For non-station
wagons, Mercury introduced "S" sub-models to market sportier content; along with higher
performance powertrains, the option packages included full-length consoles, floor shifters, and
bucket seats with the S Comet , S Meteor , and S Monterey. For , two different rooflines were
introduced on the Monterey as an option. Similar to the Turnpike Cruiser and â€” Continental,
Mercury offered a "breezeway" reverse-slant rear window. In stark contrast to the breezeway
roofline, Mercury offered the "Marauder" fastback roofline shared with the Ford Galaxie XL ; its
aerodynamics helped Mercury gain ground in stock-car racing. By the middle of the decade, the
Mercury division had secured its future. No longer entangled with the failure of the Edsel brand,
the brand competed closely against Buick, Oldsmobile, the middle of the Chrysler range, and
the top of American Motors range. For , the full-size range underwent a revision; the Montclair
and Park Lane were reintroduced above the Monterey, with the Meteor and S-models withdrawn.
For , the full-size models underwent a redesign; while still sharing the underpinnings of the
Ford Galaxie, many styling elements were adopted from Lincoln, with advertising marketing
them as "built in the Lincoln tradition". For , the Comet shifted into the intermediate segment,
effectively replacing the Meteor. For full-size Mercurys, multiple rooflines were gradually phased
out, with the fastback Marauder roofline discontinued in and the Breezeway roofline
discontinued in After a two-year hiatus, the S returned for In , Mercury introduced its two most
successful nameplates, the Cougar and Marquis. Introduced as a counterpart of the Ford
Mustang, the Cougar was intended to bridge the gap between the Mustang and Ford
Thunderbird; the Cougar would go on to become the counterpart of the Thunderbird for 20
years. In various forms, the Marquis nameplate would survive until the closure of Mercury in For
it was available as a formal-roof 2 door hardtop. Mercury's most luxurious 4 door model for was
the Brougham, equipped like the Marquis, and available as a sedan or a hardtop. It featured a
"Breezeway" rear window that could be lowered 2 inches, and effectively replaced the blocky
Breezeway roofline used on earlier Mercurys. For , the Mercury model range underwent several
revisions. For , the full-size Mercury line was given an all-new body and chassis. While again
shared with Ford, the Mercury model line underwent a major revision, with the Marquis
expanded to a full model range alongside the Ford LTD and the Colony Park no longer marketed
as a separate series; the Park Lane and Montclair were discontinued. Serving as a replacement
for the S, the Marauder became a standalone full-size model, competing against the Oldsmobile
Toronado and Buick Riviera, powered with an available cubic inches 7. While still based on the
Ford Mustang, the Cougar was available as a pony car or a muscle car, with an "Eliminator"
performance package with an available Cobra Jet V8. During the s, the product line of the
Mercury division was influenced by several factors that affected all American nameplates. While
sporty cars would not disappear from the division, Mercury refocused itself further on building
high-content vehicles. Slightly larger than the Pinto, the Capri was marketed as a compact
sports car rather than an economy car , becoming the first Ford Motor Company car in North
America sold with a V6 engine. While sold through Lincoln-Mercury, Capris sold in North
America from to had no divisional identification. For , Mercury gradually distanced itself away
from performance vehicles. The Marauder and Marquis convertible were discontinued, with the
Brougham name making its return. Slotted below the Montego, the Comet made its return as a
counterpart of the Ford Maverick sharing much of its chassis underpinnings with the Comet. At
the other end of the performance spectrum from the Capri, Lincoln-Mercury began imports of
the De Tomaso Pantera in For , the intermediate Montego line based on the Ford Gran Torino
was redesigned with a body-on-frame chassis, creeping into full-size dimensions. After years of
losing market share to the Cougar, the Cyclone was quietly discontinued. The model year
brought major functional changes to the Mercury line, the fuel crisis notwithstanding; in various
forms, all Mercury cars were given 5-mph bumpers. The Marquis and Monterey were given an
exterior update, adopting a "pillared hardtop" roofline frameless door glass supported by a thin
B-pillar. As American manufacturers shifted away from convertibles, the final convertible
produced by Ford Motor Company during the s was a Mercury Cougar. The Montego saw a

revision to its model range, as its fastback body style was discontinued. For , the Mercury
model range underwent a series of transitions. Following the discontinuation of the
long-running Monterey, the Marquis became the sole full-size Mercury nameplate; to expand the
model range, a new Grand Marquis was slotted between the Marquis Brougham and the Lincoln
Continental. Intended as the successor for the Comet, the Monarch led to a completely new
market segment: the luxury compact car. The model line was met with success, with examples
used as personal cars among Ford executives including Henry Ford II. Following the
discontinuation of its engine, Lincoln-Mercury ended its sales of the DeTomaso Pantera.
Introduced in Canada in , the Bobcat was the Mercury counterpart of the Ford Pinto, sharing its
coupe, hatchback, and station wagon body styles. The Capri was restyled with a hatchback and
was renamed the Capri II. For , Mercury made significant revisions to improve sales to its
intermediate model range its slowest-selling models. While technically a mid-cycle model
update, the Montego was replaced by the Cougar, with the latter offering sedan and station
wagon body styles for the first time. The revision was well-received, as Cougar sales nearly
tripled. The counterpart of the Ford Fairmont , the Zephyr marked the introduction of the Fox
platform , a rear-wheel drive chassis architecture that underpinned some compact and mid-size
Ford and Lincoln-Mercury vehicles from the s into the early s. After ending the importation of
the Capri II in late , leftover examples were sold through the model year. Of the , vehicles sold;
nearly four out of every ten Mercurys were Cougars. For , Mercury continued its modernization;
as the division shifted away from performance vehicles at the beginning of the decade, the fuel
crises of and sparked the decline of the landyacht. Two years after General Motors downsized
its full-size model lines, Mercury introduced a downsized Marquis; while nearly matching the
Cougar sedan in exterior footprint, the Marquis gained interior space over its predecessor. The
Capri made its return, shifting from German-produced captive import to counterpart of the Ford
Mustang ; for the first time, the Capri adopted Mercury divisional branding. Bolstered by the
redesign of the Marquis and the popularity of Cougar XR7, the Mercury brand reached its
all-time sales peak, with nearly , vehicles sold. As Lincoln-Mercury entered the s, Mercury
continued the modernization of its model line, redesigning its entire lineup between and Since
the early s, the use of platform sharing had left Ford and Mercury model lines styled virtually the
same, differing only by grilles, wheels, badging, and minor trim. Through the decade, designers
sought to give Mercury its own brand identity while maximizing production resources. Initially
associated with full-size sedans and personal luxury cars, Mercury also diversified its model
range. For , Mercury ended the model overlap between the Marquis and Cougar, as the latter
was downsized into the mid-size segment. In another change, the Cougar model range was
pared down to the XR7 coupe. Poorly received by critics and buyers, sales of the model line
collapsed to less than one-third of levels. Struggling to compete against newer designs, the
aging Bobcat and Monarch were in their final years of production. A standard trim of the Cougar
replaced the Monarch; a counterpart of the Ford Granada, the Cougar was largely a Zephyr with
a formal roofline and Marquis-influenced fascias. As in , the expansion of the model line nearly
doubled Cougar sales though far below its previous rate. The first front-wheel drive vehicle of
the brand, the Lynx as an option offered the first diesel engine for a Mercury; three and
five-door hatchbacks were offered along with a five-door station wagon. For the first time,
Mercury used the GS and LS trim nomenclature; in various forms, it would be used through the
model year. To distinguish the LN7, the rear hatchback was fitted with a compound-curve rear
window. For the first time since , the Cougar was offered as a station wagon replacing the
otherwise identical Zephyr wagon, as Mercury shifted the model line upward in price. Within the
context of Mercury, most revisions were centered around the Cougar model range. Reverting to
its traditional role of a two-door coupe, the Cougar XR7 underwent a complete exterior
redesign; adopting a far more aerodynamic body than its predecessor, the Cougar was styled
with a notchback roofline the Thunderbird, a fastback. Under a mid-cycle model revision to
improve its aerodynamics , the Cougar sedan and wagon took on the Marquis nameplate Ford
renaming the Granada the LTD. The Zephyr was discontinued after and replaced by the
front-wheel drive Topaz. Selling far under sales projections less than 5, were sold for , the
two-seat LN7 was withdrawn in favor of its Ford counterpart. Buoyed by Cougar sales, Mercury
was the fifth-highest selling brand in the United States the highest it would ever finish. For , the
introduction of the front-wheel drive Mercury Topaz further ended model overlap within
Mercury. The counterpart of the Ford Tempo, the Topaz replaced the Zephyr while offering a
sedan counterpart of the Lynx in a similar context to the Volkswagen Jetta and Golf. Along with
advancing the use of aerodynamic exterior design, the Topaz became the first Lincoln-Mercury
vehicle to offer a driver-side airbag as an option. The Topaz also marked the first appearance of
the Mercury "stacked angle" brand emblem, used through the model year. The introduction
proved successful, with the entire division selling nearly , vehicles. For the first time since , the

Cougar received a complete redesign of its interior, including an optional electronic instrument
panel. Intending to repeat the success of the s Capri, Lincoln-Mercury began sales of the Merkur
see below , a captive import from West Germany aimed at European entry-level luxury cars. In ,
Mercury made a substantial change to its mid-size line as the Mercury Sable was introduced to
replace the Marquis. Along with a transition to front-wheel drive, the conservative design of the
Marquis was to be replaced by one of the most aerodynamic sedans in the world at the time.
While sharing most of its body with the Taurus including its doors, roof, hood, and front fenders
, the two sedans were externally distinguished by differently-styled C-pillars, taillamps, and the
introduction of a low-wattage "lightbar" grille, which would become adopted by several Mercury
car lines in the late s. To match the Sable, the Topaz underwent a minor exterior update,
receiving composite headlamps and a lightbar grille. Lincoln-Mercury continued sales of the
Marquis alongside its successor through the end of the model year retiring the Brougham trim.
The Cougar underwent an extensive mid-cycle revision sharing only the doors with the body.
More popular than the Cougar in , the Capri was discontinued for after being outsold nearly 10
to one by the Mustang [22]. For the last time, Mercury offered the Lynx and the Grand Marquis
two-door sedan. For , Mercury underwent multiple product revisions and updates. For the first
time since , the Grand Marquis underwent an externally substantial update to slightly improve
its aerodynamics ; the rarely-produced two-door sedan was withdrawn. The Topaz sedan was
redesigned, adopting a more "notchback" rear roofline than the Tempo; a grille initially replaced
the lightbar. The first Mercury assembled outside of North America, the Tracer was derived from
the Mazda-designed Ford Laser derived from the Mazda ; American production was sourced
from Japan and Mexico while Canadian production was imported from Taiwan. For the third
time since , the Cougar underwent a ground-up redesign, adopting a completely new chassis
alongside the Thunderbird keeping its notchback roofline. Growing significantly in wheelbase to
improve interior room and handling , the Cougar was benchmarked in design against European
premium luxury coupes. For the first time, the Sable saw an exterior update a revision to the
lightbar to aid grille ventilation. Far under sales projections, Lincoln-Mercury ended sales of the
Merkur brand see below. During the s, Mercury had largely succeeded in modernizing its model
line and gradually separating its brand identity between Ford and Lincoln. While Mercury was
among the last brands to downsize and would have disastrous results downsizing its mid-size
model lines with the Cougar , Mercury was among the first brands to integrate aerodynamic
body design into its model lines and downsized its compact model lines replacing the Zephyr
with the Topaz. In contrast to other American automobile manufacturers, as the s progressed,
elements of Mercury design shifted further from divisional Ford counterparts. Originally
intended for replacement, the Grand Marquis the most profitable model line [25] saw little
change in contrast to its smaller counterparts. For the model year, Ford chose to revisit the
success of the s Mercury Capri, with participating Lincoln-Mercury dealers launching the
Merkur brand. Following the model year, Merkur was discontinued as a result of several factors.
As Ford ended the Merkur division in , the Mercury division itself began a major transition
during the s. As distinguishing itself from counterpart Ford and Lincoln models was a key
factor, renewing the model line was imperative. During the s, the division would see major
redesigns of its best-selling model lines and would diversify its product line by introducing its
first minivan and SUV product lines. While remaining a counterpart of the Ford Thunderbird, the
Cougar underwent a complete redesign for While remaining the only rear-wheel drive vehicle in
its segment alongside the Thunderbird , its all-new chassis was benchmarked against premium
European luxury coupes, allowing for major upgrades to its handling; a much longer wheelbase
increased its interior room inside a slightly smaller body. For the first time, no V8 engine was
offered for the Cougar returning for At the other end of the size scale, the Mercury Capri was
revived for the second time as an imported four-seat convertible produced by Ford of Australia.
Developed as a competitor to the Mazda MX-5 , the Capri was mechanically derived from the
Mazda although the Capri and MX-5 were unrelated to each other. After a two-year hiatus, the
Mercury Tracer returned for as the smallest Mercury model line. The hatchbacks were
discontinued, now offered only as a four-door sedan and a five-door station wagon. After 12
years nearly unchanged, the Colony Park wood-trim station wagon was discontinued after a
short model year, losing ground to minivans, full-size vans, and large SUVs. For , the Mercury
model line would undergo an extensive update, introducing new generations of its best-selling
model lines. While adopting the style of the successful previous generation and its chassis , the
Sable carried over only its doors and roof. After 12 years nearly unchanged, the Grand Marquis
underwent a larger-scale redesign, sharing no body commonality with the previous generation.
While the chassis was carried over, it underwent major handling upgrades, marking the
introduction of the first overhead-cam V8 engine in an American-brand car. Far more
aerodynamic than its predecessor, the exterior of the Grand Marquis was better-received by the

marketplace than that of the Chevrolet Caprice and Buick Roadmaster and the Ford Crown
Victoria ; sales of the model line doubled from to , leading it to become the best-selling Mercury
sedan through much of the s. The product of a joint venture with Nissan, the Mercury Villager
was launched as a model as the first Lincoln-Mercury minivan Mercury never marketed the Ford
Aerostar. Deriving its name from Mercury wood-trim station wagons, the Villager was produced
by Ford alongside Nissan Quest ; both vehicles shared a chassis and engine with the Nissan
Maxima. Mercury sales rebounded in to over ,, their highest level since the all-time high. In the
mids the brand received some free advertising when country music star Alan Jackson scored a
hit with a cover of K. Douglas ' " Mercury Blues ", a song which heaped praise on their vehicles.
Ford later used a different version of the song in its truck advertising. As the s progressed,
several product changes were less well-received by buyers. Following the model year, the Capri
was discontinued as its Mazda donor platform ended production, coinciding with declining
sales. For , the Topaz was replaced by the Mystique , offered only as a four-door sedan. Derived
from the Ford Mondeo "world car", the compact Mystique was developed as a mid-size car
outside of North America but was criticized for the small interiors in comparison to competitive
vehicles. For , the Sable underwent a second redesign, with Ford stylists further distinguishing
the Sable and Taurus from one another. The redesign was poorly received by critics and buyers,
leading to sales to fall by one-third from to For , the Tracer was redesigned alongside the Ford
Escort; in contrast to the redesign of the Sable, the Tracer differed from the Escort in its grille
and badging. Derived from the Ford Explorer itself derived from the Ford Ranger at the time ,
the Mountaineer differed from the Explorer in its fitment all-wheel drive rather than four-wheel
drive ; a V8 engine was standard initially. The Mountaineer introduced the silver "waterfall
grille", a styling theme adopted on nearly all succeeding Mercury vehicles. After overall market
demand shifted away from large two-door coupes, was the final model year for the Mercury
Cougar alongside the Ford Thunderbird. The discontinuation of the full-size Buick Roadmaster
and Chevrolet Caprice by General Motors after led to an increase in sales of the Grand Marquis,
rising nearly 20 percent from to For , the model line underwent a mid-cycle redesign; in a more
visible update, to appeal to retail buyers, the Ford Crown Victoria adopted the more formal
roofline of the Grand Marquis. After skipping the model year, the Cougar made its return,
becoming its own model line. A second generation of the Villager was introduced; alongside the
Nissan Quest, the model line adopted a driver-side sliding door. The sedan line was faced with
reduction, as both the Tracer and Mystique were in their final model year. By the beginning of
the s, the Mercury division began to struggle in efforts to modernize its brand image. While
sales of the Grand Marquis were highly profitable then its best-selling model line , the mids
average buyers' age was nearly two decades higher than what Lincoln-Mercury dealers sought
to attract into showrooms. Following the withdrawal of the Tracer and Mystique after the end of ,
Mercury was left with the Sable and Grand Marquis. For , the Cougar made its return under a
completely new model identity, becoming a compact sports coupe. Beginning life as the
third-generation Ford Probe , the new Cougar adopted the chassis of the Mystique becoming
front-wheel drive for the first time. In a first for the nameplate, the Cougar was marketed with no
Ford equivalent though badged as a Ford Cougar in export markets. After meeting with initial
success outselling its previous-generation namesake for and , sales declined; the Cougar was
discontinued a final time after as Ford shifted to a new generation of the Mondeo. After the
discontinuation of the Cougar, Mercury began a series of model introductions to further expand
its model line. After a hiatus of over three decades, the Mercury Marauder made its return,
developed as a s competitor to the â€” Chevrolet Impala SS. Derived from the Grand Marquis,
the Marauder was designed with higher-performance suspension and powertrain upgrades
sharing its engine with the Ford Mustang Mach 1. As with the Impala SS, the Marauder was
styled with a nearly monochromatic exterior with most examples produced in black. Due to lack
of marketing, the Marauder was discontinued after After , Ford ended its joint venture with
Nissan to produce the Villager, leaving the division out of the minivan segment. For , the
Villager was replaced by a revived Mercury Monterey; a direct counterpart of the Ford Freestar.
During and , three new vehicles were added to the Mercury model line. The sedan line
underwent a major revision, as Mercury replaced the Sable with two different vehicles. The
larger sedan, the Mercury Montego , was a full-size sedan a counterpart of the Ford Five
Hundred ; while close in exterior footprint to the Sable, the interior packaging of the Montego
more closely matched the Grand Marquis. The smaller sedan, the Mercury Milan a counterpart
of the Ford Fusion was sized closely to the first-generation Sable. Following the discontinuation
of the Lincoln Aviator, many of its features were adopted by the Mountaineer SUV as part of its
redesign to further distinguish it from the Ford Explorer. While the introduction of "F"
nameplates by Ford was met with controversy in the mids, the reaction to "M" nameplates by
Mercury for its product range was much less extreme. Before the s, the division had used the

practice for many of its product lines; several recognized nameplates were revived by the brand
Marauder, Montego, Monterey. While the Milan was outsold by its Ford Fusion counterpart by a
significant margin , the product line met with relative success, overtaking the Grand Marquis as
the best-selling Mercury sedan in The Montego struggled to gain market share against
competitive sedans, partly due to model overlap with the Grand Marquis in contrast, Ford had
long ended marketing for the Crown Victoria and ended retail of the model line after In , Ford
introduced an advertising campaign starring actress Jill Wagner that focused exclusively on
attracting female drivers to the Mercury brand in hopes of making it more relevant and
profitable standing in stark contrast to its late s "The Man's Car" ad slogan. Outsold by the
Grand Marquis by nearly five-to-one for , the Montego was renamed the Sable for While
intended to expand the nameplate recognition of the model line, the revived Sable declined
further in sales becoming the slowest-selling Mercury sedan. While not a complete redesign, the
Sable would become the final model introduction for the Mercury model line. Through the mids,
Ford began to pare down the Mercury model line, ending the development of direct counterparts
of new Ford model lines. Except for the Grand Marquis which had overtaken and replaced the
Ford Crown Victoria in retail sales , following the Cougar, each Mercury sedan and SUV was
produced with a direct Ford divisional counterpart. On June 2, , Ford announced the closure of
the Mercury line, effective at the end of the year as the company concentrated its marketing and
engineering efforts on the Ford and Lincoln model lines. Virgin Islands , and the Middle East.
For , 93, Mercury vehicles were sold, nearly , fewer than in For its two slowest-selling model
lines, Mercury ended the Sable and the Mountaineer after the and model years; the two vehicles
completed their model cycles without replacement. The Mariner, Milan, and Grand Marquis were
produced through the end of for a shortened model year. During the middle of the 20th century,
the small dealership network of Ford Motor Company in Canada necessitated some branding
changes to attract buyers into showrooms. This was especially the case in smaller, rural
communities in need of trucks, as these areas were served by either a Ford or a
Lincoln-Mercury dealer, but rarely both. Following the demise of Edsel and its effects on the
Lincoln-Mercury division, Ford largely integrated its model lines across the United States and
Canada by the end of the s. From to , to attract buyers of medium-price vehicles, Ford of
Canada marketed the Monarch brand in their dealership network. Using much of the body and
trim of the Mercury, Monarch was a three-model line with the Richelieu, Lucerne and Sceptre
matching the Mercury Monterey, Montclair, and Park Lane, respectively. Ford of Canada
replaced Monarch with the Edsel brand for ; a poor reception to Edsel in Canada led to the
return of Monarch for The same year, the Ford Galaxie was introduced, shifting the Ford brand
upward in price and content; fearing brand overlap with the Galaxie, Ford of Canada ended the
Monarch brand after the model year. In , the Monarch nameplate would again become
associated with Mercury in both the United States and Canada , becoming the counterpart of the
Ford Granada. From to , Lincoln-Mercury of Canada marketed the Meteor nameplate as its
lowest-price brand to compete in lower-price markets most closely against Pontiac. In contrast
to the Mercury and the Monarch of the s, which was derived its body from Lincoln, the Meteor
combined a Ford body with a Mercury grille and trim. The brand was marketed as a four-model
counterpart of the Ford line Meteor, Niagara, Rideau; Montcalm was added in to match the
Galaxie. For and , Lincoln-Mercury of Canada dropped the Meteor brand, coinciding with the
introduction of the namesake Mercury product line and as Mercury distanced itself from Lincoln
in price at the beginning of the s. In , Meteor was revived in Canada replacing the Mercury
Monterey in the same market. In , Lincoln-Mercury of Canada added Mercury badging to Meteor
vehicles, gradually beginning to integrate Meteor into its model line. After , the Rideau and
Montcalm were discontinued, combined as a base Meteor trim level for the Mercury Marquis in
Canada; Lincoln-Mercury of Canada dropped the Marquis Meteor after the model year. To
increase the availability of its truck lineup in Canada, Ford introduced Mercury-badged trucks in
Lincoln-Mercury dealerships in Initially rebadging the Ford F-Series light trucks as the Mercury
M-series , the product range was expanded to include Mercury-badged versions of the
medium-duty Ford F-series and its school bus chassis variant , the C-Series COE truck, and a
Mercury version of the Econoline. Sharing nearly identical bodywork with Ford trucks,
Mercury-badged trucks were largely distinguished by a division-specific grille and exterior trim
and badging. Sold only in Canada, Ford ended sales of Mercury-badged trucks after sales of the
Mercury version of the C-Series COE continued through ; during the s, the M-series shifted
closer in appearance to its Ford counterpart. Following the withdrawal of the M-series, Mercury
permanently ended pickup truck production, not marketing another light truck until the Villager
minivan. The first logo of the Mercury brand was its namesake, the Roman god Mercury.
Towards the early years of the brand, Mercury used its Roman namesake in a silhouette profile
with signature bowl hat with wings, as shown in the image. This logo was briefly revived for â€”,

used in the alloy wheel centers of the Mercury Marauder. In the mids, Mercury introduced "The
Big M", the namesake letter with horizontal extensions at its bottom; [42] at the time, Mercury
was a prime sponsor of The Ed Sullivan Show. After , the "Big M" was replaced by a crest
emblem. In various forms, Mercury would use a crest emblem on its vehicles through the end of
the s. While upper-trim models such as the Grand Monarch Ghia or Marquis would feature a
crest on the hood or grille, lower-trim models such as the Monterey or Montego featured a crest
in places such as the wheels. For a time, the Marquis later Grand Marquis used a modified
version of the Lincoln star emblem. Following the introduction of the Mercury Cougar, the
branding of Mercury vehicles changed; similar to the Ford Mustang pony emblem, the Cougar
adopted its own "prowling cat" logo. During the s, the Cougar became the most popular
Mercury vehicle, with a "Sign of the Cat" advertising campaign launched by the division. For ,
the Cougar logo was revised from a "prowling cat" to a "cat-head" emblem, later adapted by the
Mercury Lynx , Mercury LN7 and the Mercury Capri. In , Mercury introduced what would become
its final brand emblem pictured in the article information box. Centered in the grille, the silver
Mercury emblem is a set of three stacked obtuse angles also in silver. In , the emblem saw a
minor revision, with the word "Mercury" added to the top half of the emblem. The emblem
became the final design featured for a hood ornament of an American-brand automobile, offered
as an option for the Grand Marquis for for a single year. The Mercury styling of the brand is
most commonly associated with a waterfall-style grille. The design would reappear in the debut
of the Mercury Cougar, as designers sought to differentiate the model from the Ford Mustang.
During the s, the vertical waterfall grille design was adapted by nearly all Mercury vehicles
except for the Capri and Comet. In , as part of the introduction of the Mercury Sable and a
revision of the Mercury Topaz, the division introduced a "lightbar" front grille. Using low-power
light bulbs, the grille between the headlights was illuminated. By , the feature was adapted by all
Mercury vehicles except for the Cougar and Grand Marquis. In , as part of the introduction of the
Mercury Mountaineer SUV, Mercury reintroduced the chrome vertical "waterfall" grille. In place
of the radiator-style grille of Lincoln, several grille shapes were initially used, before the division
adapted a rectangular grille opening in the mids. In , Mercury introduced the Mercury Turnpike
Cruiser, featuring a roofline with a retractable rear window. From to , the feature made its return
on the Continental Mark-series line, with a reverse-slant rear window on both hardtops and
convertibles. For , Mercury reintroduced the feature as an option for the Monterey; to streamline
production, elements of the window design were shared with Ford station wagons. From to , the
optional reverse-slant roofline with retracting rear window was unique to Mercury, featured by
no other American brand. Following the replacement of the Mercury Eight by the Mercury
Monterey in , the division adopted a nameplate nomenclature for its model lines. Beginning the
debut of the Mercury Cougar, several nameplates were derived from big cats , including the
Bobcat and Lynx with the Sable also adopting an animal name. Mercury woodgrain-trim station
wagons used the Villager nameplate, in line with the Ford Squire name. Reviving a nameplate
used by Edsel wagons, Mercury used the nameplate for all station wagons from the s to the s
except for the Colony Park. After becoming dormant in the early s, the Villager name returned in
as the Mercury Villager minivan. From the s to the s, Mercury adopted a common trim
nomenclature across its model lines, with GS standing for a base-trim model and LS as a
high-trim version. From the mid to lates, Mercury shifted its trim nomenclature in line with
Lincoln, with full words replacing letter-based designations. From Wikipedia, the free
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brand of automobile that was marketed by the Ford Motor Company from the to the model
years. Deriving its name from Edsel Ford , Edsels were developed in an effort to give Ford a
fourth brand to gain additional market share from Chrysler and General Motors. Established as
an expansion of the Lincoln-Mercury Division to three brands re-christened the
Mercury-Edsel-Lincoln Division , Edsel shared a price range with Mercury; the division shared
its bodies with both Mercury and Ford. Competing against Buick, Oldsmobile, and Pontiac and
Dodge and DeSoto , Edsel was the first new brand introduced by an American automaker since
the launch of Mercury. In the year leading to its release, Ford invested in an advertising
campaign, marketing Edsels as the cars of the future. While Edsels would introduce multiple
advanced features for its price segment, the launch of the model line would become symbolic of
commercial failure. Ford Motor Company became a publicly traded corporation on January 17, ,
[4] and thus was no longer entirely owned by members of the Ford family. The company was
now able to sell cars according to current market trends following the sellers' market of the
postwar years. Marketing research and development for the new intermediate line had begun in
under the code name "E car", [5] which stood for "experimental car. The proposed vehicle
marque would represent the start-up of a new division of the firm alongside that of Ford itself
and the Lincoln - Mercury division, whose cars at the time shared the same bodies. Ford later
claimed to have performed more than adequate, if not superior, product development and
market research work in the planning and design of the new vehicle. In November , the Edsel
Division of Ford Motor Company was formed to establish a retail organization and dealer
network, alongside Ford and Lincoln-Mercury the Continental Division had ceased to exist
several months earlier. With a network of 1, Edsel dealers, Ford Motor Company now had
approximately 10, dealerships between its three divisions, bringing it closer in line with Chrysler
10, dealers across four brands and General Motors 16, across six brands. Edsels were
introduced amid considerable publicity on "E Day"â€”September 4, They were also promoted by
a top-rated television special, The Edsel Show , on October 13, but the promotional effort was
not enough to counter the adverse initial public reaction to Edsel styling and unconventional
build. After the launch date, Edsel was described as a "reborn LaSalle ," a General Motors brand
that had disappeared in Ford also insisted that, in the Edsels, it had built exactly the "entirely
new kind of car" that Ford had been leading the buying public to expect through its
pre-introduction publicity campaign for the cars. In reality, however, Edsels shared their
engineering and bodywork with other Ford models, and the similarities were apparent once the
vehicles were viewed firsthand. For its inaugural model year, Edsel introduced a seven-model
product line, including four sedans and three station wagons. Sharing its body and inch
wheelbase with Ford station wagons, Edsel offered the two-door Edsel Roundup and the
four-door Edsel Villager and Edsel Bermuda. The Edsel model line offered multiple design
features that were considered innovative for the time. The Edsel also integrated many elements
of the Ford Lifeguard safety package into its design. Along with optional seatbelts, the Edsel
featured a deep-dish steering wheel, double-latched doors, and childproof rear door locks; [13]
[14] the model line was among the first to introduce remote-operated trunk opening and
self-adjusting brakes. In the first year, 63, Edsels were sold in the United States, and 4, were
sold in Canada. Though below expectations, this nevertheless represented the second-largest
launch for any new car brand to date, exceeded only by the DeSoto introduction in There was
one four-door Citation model purchased and delivered in October to the United Kingdom for the
Duke of Bedford. Its current whereabouts is unknown. As the model year progressed and sales
fell under expectations, multiple Edsel-only dealers closed or expanded their brand offerings
with the encouragement of Ford Motor Company, including Lincoln-Mercury or imported Ford of
Britain and Ford of Germany franchises. For the model year, Edsel was pared down to its
highest-selling model lines, the Ranger and Corsair sedans and Villager station wagon. In an

effort to position the Edsel closer to Ford in price, [15] the Mercury-based Edsels were
discontinued, with all Edsel vehicles now sharing their bodies with Ford; sedans were moved to
a inch wheelbase. Following the widely negative response to the exterior design, Ford stylists
toned down the appearance of the exterior body panels. While a vertical center grille made its
return following heavy revision , a redesign of the hoodline moved the headlamps to the
enlarged outer grilles placing greater emphasis on the front bumper. A similar revision of the
rear body panels introduced new taillamps moved below the trunklid. The interior saw several
features to increase its commonality with Ford. The trouble-prone Teletouch transmission
shifter and the rotating-dome speedometer were withdrawn, replaced with a slightly restyled
version of the Ford Fairlane dashboard the fully padded dashboard and optional climate control
remained [16]. For the model year, Edsel offered only the Ranger sedans, hardtop, and
convertible and the Villager station wagon. Coinciding with the redesign of the Ford , the Edsel
adopted much more conservative styling than its namesake. The vertical grille was abandoned
in favor of a split grille similar to the Pontiac , allowing for a single-piece front bumper for the
first time. Edsel shared nearly its entire body with Ford; the four-door Ranger hardtop had no
Ford equivalent, combining the Fairlane roofline with the doors of the Galaxie all Fairlane
four-doors were pillared sedans. All Edsels were produced on a inch wheelbase one inch longer
than Ford with a different rear suspension configuration. For the model year, 2, vehicles were
produced between October 15 and November 19, ; all vehicles were assembled at Louisville
Assembly except for pilot prototypes. Ford announced the end of the Edsel program on
November 19, However, production continued until late in November, with the final tally of 2,
model year cars. Total Edsel sales were approximately ,, less than half the company's projected
break-even point. In some newspaper markets, dealers scrambled to renegotiate newspaper
advertising contracts involving the Edsel models, while others dropped the name from their
dealerships' advertising entirely. The company also issued credits to dealers for stock unsold
or received following the announcement. Historians have advanced several theories in an effort
to explain Edsel's failure. Popular culture often faults vehicle styling. Consumer Reports has
alleged that poor workmanship was Edsel's chief problem. Marketing experts hold Edsels up as
a supreme example of the corporate culture's failure to understand American consumers.
Business analysts cite the weak internal support for the product inside Ford's executive offices.
According to author and Edsel scholar Jan Deutsch , an Edsel was "the wrong car at the wrong
time. Edsels are most notorious for being a marketing disaster. The name "Edsel" became
synonymous with the real-life commercial failure of the predicted "perfect" product or product
idea. Similar ill-fated products have often been colloquially referred to as "Edsels". Ford's own
Sierra model, which launched almost 25 years later, is often compared to Edsels owing to initial
buyer antipathy to their perceived radical styling, even though, unlike Edsels, it ultimately
became a sales success. Since the Edsel program was such a debacle, it gave marketers a vivid
illustration of how not to market a product. The prerelease advertising campaign promoted the
cars as having "more YOU ideas", and the teaser advertisements in magazines revealed only
glimpses of the cars through a highly blurred lens or wrapped in paper or under tarps. In fact,
Ford had never test marketed the vehicles or their radical styling concepts with potential buyers
prior to either the vehicles' initial development decision or vehicle shipments to their new
dealerships. Edsels were shipped to the dealerships under wraps and remained so on the dealer
lots. The public also had difficulty understanding exactly what Edsels were, primarily because
Ford made the mistake of pricing Edsels within Mercury's market price segment. Theoretically,
Edsels were conceived to fit into Ford's marketing structure as a mid-price model, with the
brand slotted in between Ford and Mercury. In their mid-range pricing, Edsel's Pacer and
Corsair models were more expensive than their ostensibly more costly Mercury counterparts.
Edsel's top-of-the-line Citation hardtop sedan was the only model priced to correctly compete
with Mercury's mid-range Montclair Turnpike Cruiser model, as illustrated in the chart below.
Not only was Edsel competing against its own sister divisions, but model for model, buyers did
not understand what the cars were supposed to beâ€”a step above the Mercury, or a step below
it. After introduction to the public, Edsels did not live up to their preproduction publicity, even
though many new features were offered, such as self-adjusting rear brakes and automatic
lubrication. While Ford's market research had indicated that these and other features would
make Edsels attractive to them as car buyers, their selling prices exceeded what buyers were
willing to pay. Upon seeing the price for a base model, many potential buyers simply left the
dealerships. Other customers were frightened by the price for a fully equipped top-of-the-line
model. One of the external forces working against the Edsel brand was the onset of an
economic recession in late Compounding Edsel's problems was the fact that the car had to
compete with well-established nameplates from the Big Three, such as Pontiac , Oldsmobile ,
Buick , Dodge and DeSoto , as well as with its sister division Mercury , which had never been a

stellar sales success. To make matters still worse, as a new make, Edsel had no established
brand loyalty with buyers, as its competing makes had. Even if the â€” recession had not
occurred, Edsel would have been entering a shrinking marketplace. Breech had convinced Ford
management that the medium-priced market segment offered great untapped opportunity. At
the time, Breech's assessment was basically correct; in , Pontiac, Buick and Dodge had sold a
combined two million units. Independent manufacturers in the medium-priced field were drifting
to insolvency. Hoping to reverse its losses, Packard acquired Studebaker , which was also in
financial difficulty. The board decided to stop production under the venerable Packard badge
after The â€”58 Packards were little more than Studebakers badged as Packards also known as
"Packardbakers". Attempting to capitalize on the emerging consumer interest in economy cars,
American Motors shifted its focus to its compact Rambler models and discontinued its
pre-merger brands, Nash and Hudson , after the model year. When DeSoto sales failed to
rebound during the model year, plans were made in Highland Park to discontinue the nameplate
by Sales for most car manufacturers, even those not introducing new models, were down.
Among domestic makes, only Rambler and Lincoln produced more cars in than in Customers
started buying more fuel-efficient automobiles, particularly Volkswagen Beetles , which were
selling at rates exceeding 50, a year [21] in the U. Edsels were equipped with powerful engines
and offered brisk acceleration, but they also required premium fuel, and their fuel economy,
especially in city driving, was poor even by lates standards. Ford Motor Company had
conducted the right marketing study, but it came up with the wrong product to fill the gap
between Ford and Mercury. By , buyers had become fascinated with economy cars, and a large
car like an Edsel was seen as too expensive to buy and own. When Ford introduced the Falcon
in , it sold over , units in its first year. Ford's investment in expanded plant capacity and
additional tooling for Edsels helped make the company's subsequent success with the Falcon
possible. By , the market for medium-priced cars had recovered, and this time, Ford had the
right car; the Galaxie LTD. The LTD's success led Chevrolet to introduce the Caprice as a mid
upscale trim option on its top-of-the-line Impala four-door hardtop. The name of the car, Edsel,
is also often cited as a further reason for its lack of popularity. Naming the vehicle after Edsel
Ford was proposed early in its development. However, the Ford family strongly opposed its use.
Henry Ford II declared that he did not want his father's good name spinning around on
thousands of hubcaps. Ford also ran internal studies to decide on a name, and even dispatched
employees to stand outside movie theaters to poll audiences as to what their feelings were on
several ideas. They reached no conclusions. When the agency issued its report, citing over 6,
possibilities, Ford's Ernest Breech commented that they had been hired to develop one name,
not 6, Early favorites for the name brand included Citation, Corsair, Pacer, and Ranger, which
were ultimately chosen for the vehicle's series names. David Wallace , manager of marketing
research, and coworker Bob Young unofficially invited freethinker poet Marianne Moore for
input and suggestions. Moore's unorthodox contributions among them "Utopian Turtletop,"
"Pastelogram," "Turcotinga," "Resilient Bullet," "Andante con Moto" and "Mongoose Civique"
were meant to stir creative thought and were not officially authorized or contractual in nature.
By the instruction of Ernest Breech, who was chairing a board meeting in the absence of Henry
Ford II, the car was finally called "Edsel" in honor of Edsel Ford , former company president and
son of Henry Ford. Even though Edsels shared basic technology with other Ford cars of the era,
a number of issues caused reliability problems, mostly with the models. Reports of mechanical
flaws with the cars surfaced, due primarily to lack of quality control and confusion of parts with
other Ford models. Ford never dedicated a stand-alone factory solely to Edsel model
production. The Edsels were assembled in both Mercury and Ford factories. The
longer-wheelbase models, Citation and Corsair, were produced alongside the Mercury products,
while the shorter-wheelbase models, Pacer and Ranger, were produced alongside Ford
products. Workers assembling Fords and Mercurys often found the task of assembling the
occasional Edsel that moved down the line burdensome, because it required them to change
tools and parts bins, then switch back to resume assembling Fords or Mercurys after
completing assembly on Edsels. The workers were also expected to accommodate Edsel
assembly with no adjustment in their hourly quota of Ford and Mercury production.
Consequently, the desired quality control of the different Edsel models proved difficult to
achieve, even when the Fords and Mercurys were satisfactorily assembled on the same lines.
Many Edsels actually left the assembly lines unfinished. Uninstalled parts were placed in the
trunks along with installation instructions for dealership mechanics, some of whom never
installed the additional parts at all. Some dealers did not even receive all the parts. In its test
car, Popular Mechanics tested for these problems and discovered others, notably a badly
leaking trunk during rain, and the odometer showing fewer than actual miles traveled.
Undoubtedly, Edsel's most memorable design feature was its trademark " horsecollar " grille,

which was quite distinct from other cars of the period. According to a popular joke at the time,
Edsels "resembled an Oldsmobile sucking a lemon", [24] while automotive critic Dan Neil cites
the grille's vaginal appearance. Many others compared the grille's shape to a toilet seat.
According to Thomas E. Bonsall's book, Disaster in Dearborn , it was assistant stylist Bob
"Robin" Jones, who suggested a vertical motif for the front end of the "E-car". Edsel's front-end
ensemble as it eventually appeared bore little resemblance, if any, to the original concept. Roy
Brown , the original chief designer on the Edsel project, had envisioned a slender, almost
delicate opening in the center. Engineers, fearing engine cooling problems, vetoed the intended
design, so a ring design was suggested. Ernest Breech then demanded the grille be taller and
wider, which led to the now-infamous "horsecollar". Complaints also surfaced about the
taillights on model Edsel station wagons. The lenses were boomerang -shaped and placed in a
reverse fashion. At a distance, they appeared as arrows pointed in the opposite direction of the
turn being made. When the left turn signal flashed, its arrow shape pointed right, and vice versa.
However, there was little that could be done to give the Ford-based station wagons a unique
appearance from the rear, because corporate management had insisted that no sheetmetal
could be changed. Only the taillights and trim could be touched. There was room for separate
turn signals in addition to the boomerangs, but the U. The Teletouch pushbutton automatic
transmission selector was an extremely complex feature. It proved problematic in part because
the steering wheel hub, where the pushbuttons were located, was the traditional location of the
horn button. Some drivers inadvertently shifted gears when they intended to sound the horn.
While Edsels were fast, the location of the transmission pushbuttons was not conducive to
street racing. The control wires for Teletouch were also routed too close to the exhaust
manifold, which often caused unpredictable movement of the selector mechanism and, in some
cases, complete failure. The electrical design required drivers to shift from Park to Reverse to
Neutral to Drive, in that order, to avoid overloading the Teletouch motor. The motor was also not
powerful enough to bring the car out of Park while on a hill, so dealerships would instruct
drivers to set the parking brake before pushing the Park button. Mechanics of the time were
wary of the cubic-inch Edsel "E" engine because its perfectly flat cylinder heads lacked distinct
combustion chambers. The heads were set at an angle, with "roof" pistons forming both a
squish zone on one side and a combustion chamber on the other. Combustion thus took place
entirely within the cylinder bore. This design was similar to Chevrolet's cubic-inch "W" engine ,
which was also introduced in While the design reduced the cost of manufacture and may also
have helped minimize carbon buildup, it was also unfamiliar to many mechanics. McNamara's
cost-cutting and cost-containment skills helped Ford emerge from its near-collapse after the
war. As a result, McNamara eventually amassed a considerable amount of power at Ford.
McNamara was very much a throwback to Henry Ford in that, like the elder Ford, McNamara was
committed to the Ford marque to the almost total exclusion of the company's other products.
McNamara saw to it that the Continental program was canceled and that the model was merged
into the Lincoln range for He next set his sights on Edsel by maneuvering for elimination of the
dual wheelbases and separate bodies used for Instead, Edsels would share the Ford platform
and use Ford's inner body structure for By , Edsels emerged as little more than a Ford with
different trim. McNamara also moved to reduce Edsel's advertising budget for , and for , he
virtually eliminated it. The final blow came in the fall of , when McNamara convinced Henry Ford
II and the rest of Ford's management that Edsel was doomed and that it was time to end
production before Edsel bled the company dry. McNamara also attempted to discontinue the
Lincoln nameplate, but that effort ended with Elwood Engel 's now classic redesign of
Eventually, Ford's former executive vice president Ernest R. Breech, who was a financial
contributor to Goldwater, wrote to the Senator's campaign, explaining that "Mr. During his time
as head of the World Bank , McNamara instructed his public affairs officer to distribute copies
of Breech's letter to the press whenever the accusation was made. Prior to the closure of the
Edsel division, the brand was intending to release the Edsel Comet compact for the model year,
sharing a body with the Ford Falcon. The design was approved for production, with the Comet
sold by Lincoln-Mercury under no divisional branding. The Comet adopted multiple design
features from the full-size Edsel line, including its oblong taillamp lenses though canted
diagonally, creating its rear tailfins along with the instrument cluster. Comet keys were styled
like Edsel keys restyling the "E" emblem as a "C" [28]. While sold without divisional branding,
the Comet proved successful; Lincoln-Mercury sold more Comets than the entire Edsel model
line sold through its existence. For , Lincoln-Mercury introduced the Mercury Meteor as its
entry-level full-size sedan, slotted below the Mercury Monterey. Beginning life as a design for
the Edsel Ranger, the base trim of the Meteor was designed with oblong taillamps switching to
horizontal layout , derived from the Ranger and Comet designed as an Edsel. For , the full-size
Meteor was discontinued, with Mercury shifting the nameplate to its newly-introduced

intermediate car line becoming a counterpart of the Ford Fairlane through While Edsel front end
designs were considered "weird" or "too different" by contemporary buyers and critics, multiple
automobile manufacturers such as Pontiac , Jaguar , BMW , Subaru , Lancia , Alfa Romeo , and
Saab have employed similar vertically-oriented grilles successfully in their car designs. Many
features included on Edsels, such as self-adjusting brakes, climate control, gear selection by
steering wheel buttons, etc. More than half a century after its spectacular failure, Edsels have
become highly collectible items among vintage car hobbyists. Fewer than 10, Edsels survive
and they are considered valuable collectors' items. Approximately 25 survive today. The rarest
Edsel by model is the Ranger deluxe interior 4-door hardtop, model 57B. Originally intended to
be released as the Corsair, only 31 units were produced. Both promotional and kit versions
were sold. These command premium prices today, especially the rare and models. The Pacer
hardtop was re-issued as a totally new and much more detailed kit by AMT in the s. The hardtop
is also available as a resin kit from several resin model producers, but is typically priced close
to the cost of an original kit. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Automobile brand of the
Ford Motor Company. For other uses, see Edsel disambiguation. Its elegance, its engines, its
exciting new features, make other cars seem ordinary. This section needs additional citations
for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources.
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Wagon. Current Ford Lincoln Troller. The Ford Mustang is a series of American automobiles
manufactured by Ford. In continuous production since , the Mustang is currently the
longest-produced Ford car nameplate. Currently in its sixth generation , it is the fifth-best
selling Ford car nameplate. The namesake of the " pony car " automobile segment, the Mustang
was developed as a highly styled line of sporty coupes and convertibles derived from existing
model lines, initially distinguished by "long hood, short deck" proportions. Originally predicted
to sell , vehicles yearly, the Mustang became the most successful vehicle launch since the
Model A. The Mercury Cougar was launched in as a higher-trim version of the Mustang; during
the s, it was repackaged as a personal luxury car. For to , the Mustang shared chassis
commonality with other Ford model lines, staying rear-wheel drive throughout its production.
From to , the Mustang was derived from the Ford Falcon compact. From to , the Mustang shared
its Fox platform chassis with 14 other Ford vehicles becoming the final one to use the Fox
architecture. Since , Ford has produced two generations of the Mustang, each using a distinct
platform unique to the model line. His lap times were only slightly off the pace of the F1 race
cars. An alternative view was that Robert J. Eggert, Ford Division market research manager,
first suggested the Mustang name. Eggert, a breeder of quarterhorses , received a birthday
present from his wife of the book, The Mustangs by J. Frank Dobie in Later, the book's title gave
him the idea of adding the "Mustang" name for Ford's new concept car. The designer preferred
Cougar early styling bucks can be seen wearing a Cougar grille emblem or Torino an
advertising campaign using the Torino name was actually prepared , while Henry Ford II wanted
T-bird II. Kreidler , a manufacturer of mopeds, also used the name, so Mustang was sold in
Germany as the "T-5" until December Lee Iacocca 's assistant general manager and chief
engineer, Donald N. Frey was the head engineer for the T-5 project â€”supervising the overall
development of the car in a record 18 months [16] â€”while Iacocca himself championed the
project as Ford Division general manager. This vehicle employed the German Ford Taunus V4
engine. The original Ford Mustang I two-seater concept car had evolved into the Mustang II
four-seater concept car which Ford used to pretest how the public would take interest in the
first production Mustang. The Mustang II concept car was designed with a variation of the
production model's front and rear ends with a roof that was 2. The Ford Mustang began

production five months before the normal start of the production year. A turquoise coupe was
again used in the next film Thunderball at its Tokyo premiere 9 December with Bond Girl Fiona
Volpe as she drives James to meet the villain Emilio Largo at his compound at a very high rate
of speed across The Bahamas. Favorable publicity articles appeared in 2, newspapers the next
morning, the day the car was "officially" revealed. This use of common components also
shortened the learning curve for assembly and repair workers, while at the same time allowing
dealers to pick up the Mustang without also having to invest in additional spare parts inventory
to support the new car line. Original sales forecasts projected less than , units for the first year.
The rush into production included some unusual quirks, such as the horn ring bearing the 'Ford
Falcon' logo covered by a trim ring with a 'Ford Mustang' logo. Ford's designers began drawing
up larger versions even as the original was achieving sales success, and while "Iacocca later
complained about the Mustang's growth, he did oversee the redesign. Front and rear end
styling was more pronounced, and the "twin cove" instrument panel offered a thicker crash pad,
and larger gauges. Hardtop, fastback, and convertible body styles continued as before. Around
this time, the Mustang was paired with a Mercury variant, called the Cougar , which used its own
styling cues, such as a "prowling cat" logo and hidden quad headlamps. New safety regulations
by the U. National Highway Traffic Safety Administration NHTSA for included an
energy-absorbing steering column and wheel, 4-way emergency flashers, a dual-circuit
hydraulic braking system, and softer interior knobs. The models received revised side scoops,
steering wheel, and gasoline caps. Side marker lights were also added that year, and cars built
after January 1, , included shoulder belts for both front seats on coupes. The restyle "added
more heft to the body as width and length again increased. Weight went up markedly too. The
models featured "quad headlamps" which disappeared to make way for a wider grille and a
return to standard headlamps in the models. This switch back to standard headlamps was an
attempt to tame the aggressive styling of the model, which some felt was too extreme and hurt
sales, but production exceeded the total. Starting in , to aid sales and continue the winning
formula of the Mustang, a variety of new performance and decorative options became available,
including functional and non-functional air scoops, cable and pin hood tie-downs, and both
wing and chin spoilers. Additionally, a variety of performance packages were introduced that
included the Mach 1 , the Boss , and Boss The two Boss models were to homologate the
engines for racing. The Mustang was the last year for the GT option although it did return on the
third-generation Mustang for the Model Year. A fourth model available only as a hardtop, the
Grande, saw success starting in with its soft ride, "luxurious" trim, 55 pounds Developed under
the watch of S. A displeased Iacocca summed up later: "The Mustang market never left us, we
left it. Lee Iacocca , who had been one of the forces behind the original Mustang, became
President of Ford Motor Company in and ordered a smaller, more fuel-efficient Mustang for
Initially, it was to be based on the Ford Maverick , but ultimately was based on the Ford Pinto
subcompact. First-year sales were , cars, compared with the original Mustang's twelve-month
sales record of , Iacocca wanted the new car, which returned the Mustang to its model year
predecessor in size, shape, and overall styling, [42] to be finished to a high standard, saying it
should be "a little jewel. Performance was reduced, and despite the car's new handling and
engineering features the galloping mustang emblem "became a less muscular steed that
seemed to be cantering. Engines for the models included the venerable 2. This continued
through production end in Other transmissions were the RAD 4-speed with unique gearing for
all three engines, and the C-3 automatic behind the 2. The "5. The coupe was marketed as the
"Hardtop" but actually had a thin "B" pillar and rear quarter windows that did not roll down. All
Mustangs in this generation did feature frameless door glass, however. The "Ghia" featured a
thickly padded vinyl roof and smaller rear quarter windows, giving a more formal look. Changes
introduced for included availability of an "MPG" model which had a different rear axle ratio for
better fuel economy. The Mach 1 remained through the life cycle â€” Other changes in
appearance and performance came with a "Cobra II" version in â€” and a "King Cobra" in of
which 4, approx were built. The Mustang was based on the larger Fox platform initially
developed for the Ford Fairmont and Mercury Zephyr. The larger body with an increased
wheelbase yielded more interior space for four passengers, especially in the back seat, as well
as a larger capacity trunk and a bigger engine bay. Engines and drivetrain carried over from the
Mustang II including the 2. A troublesome 2. The 2. That engine was ultimately replaced with a
new 3. From to , the Capri was domestically produced as a Mercury-badged version of the
Mustang, using a few of its own styling cues. The third-generation Mustang had two different
front-end styles. From to , the front end was angled back using four rectangular headlights,
known by enthusiasts as "Four Eyes". The front end was restyled for to model years to reflect
the contemporary, rounded-off "aero" style of the Ford Taurus using flush-composite
headlamps and a smooth grille-less nose. The Mustang was selected as the Official Indianapolis

Pace Car with replicas sold to the public. Its special body-appearance parts were adapted by the
Cobra package for â€” The front fascias of all Mustangs were restyled, featuring a new grille,
sporting the "Blue Oval" Ford emblem for the first time. The Mustang celebrated its 20th
Anniversary with a special GT model in white with red interior and red lower-bodyside rocker
stripes. In response to poor sales and escalating fuel prices during the early s, a new Mustang
was in development. Enthusiasts wrote to Ford objecting to the proposed change to a
front-wheel drive, Japanese-designed Mustang without a V8 option. The result was the
continuation of the existing Mustang while the Mazda MX-6 variant had a last-minute name
change from Mustang to Probe and released as a model. The Mustang received a major
restyling for , including the interior, which carried it through the end of the model year. In
November , the Mustang debuted its first major redesign in fifteen years. Code-named "SN" by
the automaker, it was based on an updated version of the rear-wheel drive Fox platform called
"Fox The base model came with a 3. The 4. For , the Mustang was reskinned with Ford's New
Edge styling theme with sharper contours, larger wheel arches, and creases in its bodywork,
but its basic proportions, interior design, and chassis remained the same as the previous
model. The Mustang's powertrains were carried over for , but benefited from new
improvements. The standard 3. In , the 3. This generation was sold in Australia between and , to
compete against the Holden Monaro which eventually became the basis for the reborn Pontiac
GTO. Due to the fact that the Mustang was never designed for right-hand-drive, Ford Australia
contracted Tickford Vehicle Engineering to convert Mustangs and modify them to meet
Australian Design Rules per year. Developed under the direction of Chief Engineer Hau
Thai-Tang, a veteran engineer for Ford's IndyCar program under Mario Andretti, and exterior
styling designer Sid Ramnarace , [58] the fifth-generation Mustang's styling echoes the fastback
Mustang models of the lates. Ford's senior vice president of design, J Mays , called it "
retro-futurism. Base models had a Tremec T5 5-speed manual transmission with Ford's 5R55S
5-speed automatic being optional. Engines were revised for , and transmission options included
the Getrag-Ford MT82 6-speed manual or the 6R80 6-speed automatic based on the ZF 6HP26
transmission licensed for production by Ford. Electric power steering replaced the conventional
hydraulic version. A new 3. The 3. Brembo brakes are optional along with inch wheels and
performance tires. The Shelby GT's 5. For , a new Mustang Boss version was introduced. A
"Laguna Seca" edition was also available, which offered additional body bracing, the
replacement of the rear seat with a steel 'X-brace' for stiffening, and other powertrain and
handling enhancements. In the second quarter of , Ford launched an update to the Mustang line
as an early model. The Shelby GT has a new 5. Shelby and Boss engines came with a six-speed
manual transmission. The GT and V6 models revised styling incorporated the grille and air
intakes from the â€” GT The decklid received a black cosmetic panel on all trim levels. The GT's
5. Changes include widened body by 1. The passenger volume is increased to A new
independent rear suspension IRS system was developed specifically for the new model. In May ,
Ford issued a recall involving 19, of the Ford Mustang with the 2. As of June , 1 million
Mustangs between and and GTs between and were affected by a recall of airbags made by
Takata Corporation. This was after Takata announced that it was recalling EuroNCAP also
pointed to insufficient pressure of the Airbag resulting in the driver's head hitting the steering
wheel. In the full-width test, the rear passenger slipped under the seatbelt. The model year
Mustang was released in the third quarter of in North America and by globally. It featured a
minor redesign to the exterior. The Mustang engine line up was revised. The automatic
transmission in both engines is now a ten-speed Ford 10R For the model year, Ford revised
many components on the Shelby GT including stickier Michelin Pilot Sport Cup 2 tires along
with steering and suspension components. The Mustang made its first public appearance on a
racetrack as pace car for the Indianapolis The same year, Mustangs won first and second in
class at the Tour de France international rally. The car driven by Bill Lawton won the class. In
John Force broke his own NHRA drag racing record by winning his 12th national championship
in his Ford Mustang Funny Car , Force beat that record again in , becoming the first-ever time
champion, driving a Mustang. Early Mustangs also proved successful in road racing. GT s won
the B-Production title again in and They also won the manufacturers' championship in the
inaugural SCCA Trans-Am series , and repeated the win the following year. Jones won the
"unofficial" drivers' title. Three class wins went to Lynn St. James, the first woman to win in the
series. Scott Pruett won the drivers' championship. In , the Mustang won Ford its first Trans-Am
manufacturers' title since , with Dorsey Schroeder winning the drivers' championship. In ,
Tommy Kendall 's Roush-prepared Mustang won a record 11 consecutive races in Trans-Am to
secure his third straight driver's championship. In , Scott Maxwell and David Empringham took
the driver's title. In , the next generation Mustang race car was known as the Boss R. Dick
Trickle won 67 short-track oval feature races in , a US national record for wins in a single

season. This opened a new chapter in both the Mustang's history and Ford's history. The
NASCAR vehicles are not based on production models, but are a silhouette racing car with
decals that give them a superficial resemblance to road cars. The Mustang won the Tiffany Gold
Medal for excellence in American design, the first automobile ever to do so. The Mustang was
on the Car and Driver Ten Best list in , , , , , , and It won the Motor Trend Car of the Year award in
and In May , the Mustang Owner's Museum was announced, with an official opening in Concord,
North Carolina on April 17, ; the fifty-fifth anniversary. The Ford Mustang has been featured in
numerous media. Effective product placement allowed the car to reach "celebrity status in the s.
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Personal luxury. Jaguar Cars was the company that was responsible for the production of
Jaguar cars until its operations were fully merged with those of Land Rover to form Jaguar Land
Rover on 1 January Jaguar's business was founded as the Swallow Sidecar Company in ,
originally making motorcycle sidecars before developing bodies for passenger cars. Under the
ownership of S. Cars Limited, the business extended to complete cars made in association with
Standard Motor Co , many bearing Jaguar as a model name. The company's name was changed
from S. Cars to Jaguar Cars in A merger with the British Motor Corporation followed in , [3] the
resulting enlarged company now being renamed as British Motor Holdings BMH , which in
merged with Leyland Motor Corporation and became British Leyland , itself to be nationalised in
Tata created Jaguar Land Rover as a subsidiary holding company. At operating company level,
in Jaguar Cars was merged with Land Rover to form Jaguar Land Rover Limited as the single
design, manufacture, sales company and brand owner for both Jaguar and Land Rover vehicles.
Since the Ford ownership era, Jaguar and Land Rover have used joint design facilities in
engineering centres at Whitley in Coventry and Gaydon in Warwickshire and Jaguar cars have
been assembled in plants at Castle Bromwich and Solihull. On 15 February Jaguar Land Rover
announced that all cars made under the Jaguar brand will be fully electric by In Walmsley
elected to sell-out and in order to buy the Swallow business but not the company which was
liquidated Lyons formed S. Cars Limited , finding new capital by issuing shares to the public.
On 23 March the S. Cars shareholders in general meeting agreed to change the company's
name to Jaguar Cars Limited. Said chairman William Lyons "Unlike S. Though five years of
pent-up demand ensured plenty of buyers production was hampered by shortage of materials,
particularly steel, issued to manufacturers until the s by a central planning authority under strict
government control. Jaguar sold Motor Panels , a pressed steel body manufacturing company
bought in the late s, to steel and components manufacturer Rubery Owen , [11] and Jaguar
bought from John Black 's Standard Motor Company the plant where Standard built Jaguar's
six-cylinder engines. The core of Bill Lyons' success following WWII was the twin-cam straight
six engine, conceived pre-war and realised while engineers at the Coventry plant were dividing
their time between fire-watching and designing the new power plant. As fuel octane ratings were
relatively low from onwards, three piston configuration were offered: domed high octane , flat
medium octane , and dished low octane. Bill Lyons agreed over misgivings from Hassan. It was
risky to take what had previously been considered a racing or low-volume and cantankerous
engine needing constant fettling and apply it to reasonable volume production saloon cars. Few
engine types have demonstrated such ubiquity and longevity: Jaguar used the Twin OHC XK
Engine , as it came to be known, in the Jaguar XJ6 saloon from through , and employed in a J60
variant as the power plant in such diverse vehicles as the British Army's Combat Vehicle
Reconnaissance Tracked family of vehicles, as well as the Fox armoured reconnaissance
vehicle , the Ferret Scout Car , and the Stonefield four-wheel-drive all-terrain lorry. Properly
maintained, the standard production XK Engine would achieve , miles of useful life. Two of the
proudest moments in Jaguar's long history in motor sport involved winning the Le Mans 24
hours race , firstly in and again in Victory at the Le Mans was overshadowed by it being the
occasion of the worst motorsport accident in history. Later in the hands of the Scottish racing
team Ecurie Ecosse two more wins were added in and In spite of such a performance
orientation, it was always Lyons' intention to build the business by producing world-class
sporting saloons in larger numbers than the sports car market could support. All were deemed
very good values, with comfortable rides, good handling, high performance, and great style.
Combined with the trend-setting XK , XK , and XK series of sports car, and nonpareil E-Type, [
citation needed ] Jaguar's elan as a prestige motorcar manufacturer had few rivals. The
company's post-War achievements are remarkable, considering both the shortages that drove
Britain the Ministry of Supply still allocated raw materials and the state of metallurgical
development of the era. In , Jaguar agreed to lease from the Ministry of Supply the Daimler
Shadow 2 factory in Browns Lane , Allesley, Coventry, which at the time was being used by The
Daimler Company Limited and moved to the new site from Foleshill over the next 12 months.
From the late s, Jaguar used the Daimler marque as a brand name for their most luxurious
saloons. Pressed Steel Company Limited made all Jaguar's monocoque bodies leaving
provision and installation of the mechanicals to Jaguar. The result was British Leyland Motor
Corporation , a new holding company which appeared in , but the combination was not a
success. A combination of poor decision making by the board along with the financial
difficulties of, especially, the Austin-Morris division previously BMC led to the Ryder Report and
to effective nationalisation in Over the next few years it became clear that because of the low
regard for many of the group's products insufficient capital could be provided to develop and

begin manufacture of new models, including Jaguars, particularly if Jaguar were to remain a
part of the group. Installed as chairman in , Sir John Egan is credited for Jaguar's
unprecedented prosperity immediately after privatisation. In early Egan reported he had tackled
the main problems that were holding Jaguar back from selling more cars: quality control,
lagging delivery schedules, poor productivity. He laid off about one third of the company's
roughly 10, employees to cut costs. He also intensified the effort to improve Jaguar's quality. In
the US the price increases were masked by a favourable exchange rate. Under Ford's
ownership, Jaguar never made a profit. Under Ford's ownership Jaguar expanded its range of
products with the launch of the S-Type in and X-type in Operationally the two companies were
effectively integrated under a common management structure within Ford's PAG. The sale was
initially expected to be announced by September , but was delayed until March Before the sale
was announced, Anthony Bamford , chairman of British excavator manufacturer JCB had
expressed interest in purchasing the company in August , [32] but backed out upon learning
that the sale would also involve Land Rover, which he did not wish to buy. On Christmas Eve of
, Mahindra and Mahindra backed out of the race for both brands, citing complexities in the deal.
On 1 January , Ford formally declared that Tata was the preferred bidder. However, Ford as well
as representatives of Unite would now be able to enter into detailed discussions with Tata
concerning issues ranging from labour concerns job security and pensions , technology IT
systems and engine production and intellectual property, [37] as well as the final sale price. On
26 March , Ford announced that it had agreed to sell its Jaguar and Land Rover operations to
Tata Motors of India, and that they expected to complete the sale by the end of the second
quarter of The company was to be used as a holding company for the acquisition of the two
businesses from Ford â€” Jaguar Cars Limited and Land Rover. That acquisition was completed
on 2 June The company moved to Holbrook Lane, Coventry in when demand for the Austin
Swallow became too great for the factory's capacity. In , having outgrown the original Coventry
site they moved to Browns Lane, which had been a wartime "shadow factory" run by The
Daimler Company. The Browns Lane plant, which continued producing veneer trim for a while
and housed the Jaguar Daimler Heritage centre until it moved to the British Motor Museum site,
has now been demolished and is being redeveloped. Jaguar acquired the Whitley engineering
centre from Peugeot in ; which had originally been part of Chrysler Europe which the French
firm had owned since the late s. The decision to offload the site to Jaguar came as Peugeot
discontinued the Talbot brand for passenger cars. Jaguar's Radford plant , originally a Daimler
bus plant but later a Jaguar engine and axle plant, was closed by Ford in when it moved all
Jaguar engine production to its Bridgend facility. In , Ford turned its Halewood plant over to
Jaguar following the discontinuation of its long running Escort that year for Jaguar's new
X-Type model. It was later joined by the second-generation Land Rover Freelander 2, from
Jaguars ceased being produced at Halewood in following the discontinuation of the X-Type;
Halewood now becoming a Land Rover-only plant. Sales will begin in with three engine choices;
two variants of the AJ V6 petrol engine and the AJ V8 petrol engine. It's Jaguar's first electric
car. The XE is the first compact executive Jaguar since the model year X-Type and is the first of
several Jaguar models to be built using Jaguar's new modular aluminium architecture, [ citation
needed ] moving the company away from the Ford derived platforms that were used in the past
for the X-Type and XF. The use of Jaguar's own platform allows the XE to feature either
rear-wheel drive or all-wheel drive configurations, and it is the first car in its segment with an
aluminium monocoque structure. Engines available in the XF are 2. The 5. From , the 2. The
Jaguar XJ is a full-size luxury saloon. The model has been in production since with the first
generation being the last Jaguar car to have creative input by the company's founder, Sir
William Lyons , although this is disputed as some Jaguar historians claim that the second
generation XJ â€” the XJ40 series â€” was the last car which Lyons had influenced. The XJ40
originally launched in and went through two major revamps in X and X for a total production run
of 17 years. In early , the third generation XJ â€” the X â€” arrived in showrooms and while the
car's exterior and interior styling were traditional in appearance, the car was completely
re-engineered. Its styling attracted much criticism from many motoring journalists who claimed
that the car looked old-fashioned and barely more modern than its predecessor, many even
citing that the 'Lyons line' had been lost in the translation from XJ40 into X XJ, even though
beneath the shell lay a highly advanced aluminium construction that put the XJ very near the
top of its class. Jaguar responded to the criticism with the introduction of the fourth generation
XJ, launched in Its exterior styling is a departure from previous XJs, with a more youthful,
contemporary stance, following the design shift that came into effect previously with the
company's XF and XK models. To cater to the limousine market, all XJ models are offered with a
longer wheelbase LWB as an option, which increases the rear legroom. The renamed Jaguar
company started production with the pre-war 1. The 1. These cars have become known

unofficially as Mark IVs. The first post-war model was the September Mark V available with
either 2. It had a slightly more streamlined appearance than pre-war models, but more important
was the change to torsion bar independent front suspension and hydraulic brakes. The first big
breakthrough was the launch in October of their new record-breaking engine design in their XK
sportscar to replace the prewar SS Jaguar It was powered by a new twin overhead camshaft
DOHC 3. This XK engine had been designed at night during the war when they would be on fire
watch in the factory. After several attempts a final design was achieved. That is until owner
William Lyons said "make it quieter". The sportscar bearing its prefix X had originally been
intended as a short production model of about vehicles. A test bed for the new engine until its
intended home, the new Mark VII saloon, was ready. The second big breakthrough was the large
Mark VII saloon in , a car especially conceived for the American market, Jaguar was
overwhelmed with orders. In , the Two-point-four or 2. In , the 3. In October , an extensively
revised version of the car with wider windows and 2. The 3. The of , also sold as the Daimler
Sovereign , put a new front onto the S-type, although both cars continued in parallel until the
S-Type was dropped in The slow-selling Mark X became the G in and was dropped at the end of
the decade. Jaguar was saved by its new equally capacious but very much trimmer new XJ6. Of
the more recent saloons, the most significant is the XJ â€” In , the cylinder engine was
introduced in the XJ, while simultaneously being offered in the E Type. Over the years many
Jaguar models have sported the famous chrome plated Leaping Jaguar, traditionally forming
part of the radiator cap. Known as "The Leaper" this iconic mascot has been the subject of
controversy in recent times when banned for safety reasons from cars supplied to Europe
whilst it continued to be fitted on cars destined for the United States, Middle East and Far East.
It has now been dropped from all the latest Jaguar models, although some customers add it to
their car as a customization. The Jaguar S-Type , first appeared in and stopped production in It
has now been replaced by the Jaguar XF. Early S-Types suffered from reliability problems but
those were mostly resolved by the model year. The Jaguar X-Type was a compact executive car
launched in , while the company was under Ford ownership, sharing its platform with the Ford
Mondeo. X-Type production ended in Jaguar has had major success in sports car racing ,
particularly in the Le Mans 24 Hours. Victories came in and with the C-Type , then in , and with
the D-Type. Although the prototype XJ13 was built in the mids it was never raced, and the
famous race was then left for many years. The team started winning regularly from , and won Le
Mans in and with the XJR series sports cars. In the , Ford decided that Jaguar would be the
corporation's Formula One entry. The Jaguar F1 program was not a success however, achieving
only two podium finishes in five seasons of competition between and At the end of , with costs
mounting and Ford's profits dwindling, the F1 team was seen as an unneeded expense and was
sold to Red Bull energy drinks owner Dietrich Mateschitz , [67] and it became Red Bull Racing.
On 15 December , it was announced that Jaguar would return to motorsport for the third season
of Formula E. On 15 June , Jaguar Vector Racing broke the world speed record for an electric
battery powered boat. The Jaguar Vector V20E recorded an average speed of For some time
now Jaguar has been active in the international arts scene. In particular, the company has
collaborated with the artist Stefan Szczesny , implementing major art projects. In , Jaguar
presented the exhibition series "Shadows", which involved the installation of Szczesny's
shadow sculptures in Sankt-Moritz, on Sylt and in Saint-Tropez. In , a large number of
sculptures, ceramics and paintings were shown in Frankfurt and mainly in Frankfurt's
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The Ford GT is a mid-engine two-seater supercar manufactured and marketed by American
automobile manufacturer Ford for the model year in conjunction with the company's centenary.
The second generation Ford GT became available for the model year. The GT recalls Ford's
historically significant GT40 , a consecutive four-time winner of the 24 Hours of Le Mans â€” ,
including a finish in The Ford GT began life as a concept car designed in anticipation of the
automaker's centennial year and as part of its drive to showcase and revive its "heritage"
names such as Mustang and Thunderbird. Carroll Shelby , the original designer of the Shelby
GT , was brought in by Ford to help develop the GT; which included performance testing of the
prototype car. While under development, the project was called Petunia. Although the cars are
visually related, structurally, there is no similarity between the modern GT and the s GT40 that
inspired it. After six weeks from the unveiling of the GT40 concept, Ford announced a limited
production run of the car. Three pre-production cars were shown to the public in as part of
Ford's centenary celebrations, and delivery of the production version called simply the Ford GT
began in the fall of As the Ford GT was built as part of the company's th anniversary
celebration, the left headlight cluster was designed to read "". When production of the

continuation cars ended, they sold the excess parts, tooling, design, and trademark to a small
Ohio based company called Safir GT40 Spares. This company licensed the use of the "GT40"
trademark to Ford for the initial show car. The GT was produced for the and model years.
Installation of the engine and transmission along with seats and interior finishing was handled
in the SVT building at Ford's Wixom, Michigan plant. Of the 4, cars originally planned,
approximately were to be exported to Europe, starting in late An additional cars were destined
for sale in Canada. Production ended in September without reaching the planned production
target. Approximately cars were built in , nearly 1, in , and just over 1, in , for a grand total of 4,
cars. The final 11 car bodies manufactured by Mayflower Vehicle Systems were disassembled,
and the frames and body panels were sold as service parts. The Wixom Assembly Plant has
stopped production of all models as of May 31, Ford produced a total of Heritage editions,
recognizable by the Gulf Oil-inspired livery. When the Ford GT was first announced, the demand
outpaced supply, and the cars initially sold for premium prices. The Ford GT features many
technologies unique at its time including a superplastic -formed frame, aluminum body panels,
roll-bonded floor panels, a friction stir welded center tunnel, covered by a magnesium center
console, a " ship-in-a-bottle " gas tank, a capless fuel filler system, one-piece panels, and an
aluminum engine cover with a one-piece carbon fiber inner panel. Brakes are four-piston
aluminum Brembo calipers with cross-drilled and vented rotors at all four corners. When the
rear canopy is opened, the rear suspension components and engine are visible. The 5. It
features a forged rotating assembly housed in an aluminum block designed specifically for the
car. A dry sump oiling system is employed, allowing the engine to sit low in the car's frame. The
camshafts have unique specifications, with more lift and duration than those found in the
Shelby GT One of the show's presenters, Jeremy Clarkson , owned a GT and despite initially
reserving high acclaim for the vehicle, ultimately requested a refund from Ford due to extensive
problems with the car's aftermarket alarm system. During the GT's production run, the car was
featured on the cover of the video game Gran Turismo 4 and Gran Turismo 5 , and was also
featured in Need for Speed: Carbon and Need for Speed: ProStreet , as well as being made into
physical form in the Transformers: Alternators toyline, which featured realistic cars turning into
Cybertronians; the Ford GT mold was used for the characters Mirage and Rodimus. Modified
versions of the Ford GT have established several speed records, including the standing mile.
One modified version holds the record for fastest street legal vehicle the vehicle used in the
record run is street legal and registered for road use in the U. A [16] achieved by a highly
modified twin turbo version of the original 5. Kip Ewing, a development engineer who had been
involved in the development of the GT and conceived the idea, supervised the project. The
design was inspired by the open top GT40 which was conceived in the s. The car had a modified
engine cover, modified doors with roof portions removed and a central removal roof bar. Two
roof pieces could be installed and removed when the roof bar was installed making the car a
T-top, a canvas roof panel would be installed when the roof bar was removed. The car had
headrests inspired from the Porsche Carrera GT. The car received a positive response at the
show and customers urged Ford to build this version of the GT but the end of the production of
the GT in the forthcoming year meant that it would be expensive to produce another limited
variant of the car. The involvement of Ford in the process meant that the warranty and other
obligations on the car were unaltered. A total of orders for the GTX1 were received and
completed over a two-year planned production period, these including the exact copies of the
SEMA show car. The GTX1 was featured in various automotive publications along with several
reviews. At the North American International Auto Show and at the unveiling of the racing video
game Forza Motorsport 6 , the second-generation Ford GT was shown to the public with plans
for production in , after a decade-old hiatus from the first generation. The development of the
second generation GT at Ford was a very secretive operationâ€”according to design director
Chris Svensson , "a handful of twelve people, including some key engineers, had access to the
[design studio]". The design of the new GT began with its aerodynamics package, which was
closely related to the ultimate focus of the design team of creating a successful Le Mans race
car. The powertrain of the new GT, therefore, became a secondary criterion to the external
design and aerodynamic performance of the car. Although a V8 and even a V12 engine were
both considered, it was ultimately decided to use Ford's EcoBoost V6 engine due to the degrees
of freedom that the compact engine gave designers. The intent behind the design was for the
overall look of the second generation GT to be recognizable as a part of the GT line, which
meant, for example, a cut back front nose piece, circular tail lights, and raised twin exhaust
pipes. The interior seating position was fixed to provide additional space for the bodywork and
teardrop exterior shape. Like its predecessor, the new Ford GT is only offered as a 2-door coupe
with the mid-rear layout , for the purpose of improved stability by keeping the center of gravity
near the middle. Notable differences include larger turbochargers, an aluminum intake manifold,

a custom dry sump lubrication system, unique camshafts and higher strength rotating and
timing drive components. The engine is paired to a Getrag 7DCL 7-speed dual-clutch
transmission. Underpinning the new GT is a carbon fiber monocoque bolted to aluminum front
and rear subframes covered in carbon fiber body panels. The new GT uses a pushrod
suspension system, which move the primary components of the suspension inboard and
provide space for the large aerodynamic elements in the bodywork of the car. In Track and
Vmax modes, one of these springs is completely locked to increase the overall spring rate of
the system. The car also has a front-axle lifting system for clearing road obstacles and steep
entry angles. The most prominent exterior features of the new GT are the open airflow tunnels
built into the rear fenders of the car, referred to as the ' flying buttresses '. These large
aerodynamic elements, enabled by the compact V6 engine and pushrod suspension design,
channel air around the teardrop-shaped cockpit over the rear spoiler for increased downforce.
The rear features a large diffuser and hollow circular tail lights that expel air taken in by vents
built into the flying buttresses. The active rear spoiler of the GT can adjust and adapt to
different driving conditions and modes depending on how much downforce is needed. In Track
mode, a gurney flap will extend from the trailing edge of the wing to further increase downforce,
and the wing will flip vertical to help stop the car under heavy braking. In steady-state cornering
on a skidpad, the GT can achieve 1. Independent acceleration figures are provided below. This
places it third overall in Car and Driver's testing history at the circuit, between the Chevrolet
Corvette ZR1 Production began in December and is scheduled to continue through , with a
planned production rate of one car per day at Multimatic 's low-volume assembly facility in
Markham, Ontario, Canada. The cars produced for the model year were primarily for buyers
unsuccessful in the initial selection process, and the cars produced for the model year are for
new customers. For the model year, the Ford GT received an update that introduced several
mechanical upgrades and new special editions. The 3. There have been number of special
edition series for the new GT, often involving unique liveries, materials, or interior changes.
These special editions include:. The GT Mk II features many substantial changes from the road
car that increase its capabilities on the track. The exterior has been completely reworked,
including new headlights, a full carbon-fiber body, a new wide-body kit, a new large rear-wing,
and a new triple-exhaust system, finished in an exclusive color called "Bleurion Race,"
exclusively for the car. Originally planned to be released at the Geneva Motor Show as a world
premiere, it was instead done online. Celebrating the 30th anniversary of Mansory, there will be
only 3 units made, signifying the fact that there will be one unit produced for each decade of the
company's existence. The third car retired later in the race. From Wikipedia, the free
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Grand Prix. WeatherTech Raceway Laguna Seca. Wikimedia Commons has media related to
Ford GT. LTD Crown Victoria. Crown Victoria. Country Squire. Personal luxury. Sport compact.
Escort ZX2. Fiesta ST. Focus ST. Focus RS. Sports car. A car or automobile is a wheeled motor
vehicle used for transportation. Most definitions of cars say that they run primarily on roads,
seat one to eight people, have four wheels , and mainly transport people rather than goods.
Cars came into global use during the 20th century, and developed economies depend on them.
The year is regarded as the birth year of the modern car when German inventor Karl Benz
patented his Benz Patent-Motorwagen. Cars became widely available in the early 20th century.
One of the first cars accessible to the masses was the Model T , an American car manufactured
by the Ford Motor Company. Cars were rapidly adopted in the US, where they replaced
animal-drawn carriages and carts, but took much longer to be accepted in Western Europe and
other parts of the world. Cars have controls for driving, parking, passenger comfort, and a
variety of lights. Over the decades, additional features and controls have been added to
vehicles, making them progressively more complex, but also more reliable and easier to
operate. Most cars in use in the s are propelled by an internal combustion engine , fueled by the
combustion of fossil fuels. Electric cars , which were invented early in the history of the car ,
became commercially available in the s and are predicted to cost less to buy than gasoline cars
before There are costs and benefits to car use. The costs to the individual include acquiring the
vehicle, interest payments if the car is financed , repairs and maintenance , fuel, depreciation ,
driving time, parking fees , taxes, and insurance. Traffic collisions are the largest cause of
injury-related deaths worldwide. The personal benefits include on-demand transportation,
mobility, independence, and convenience. People's ability to move flexibly from place to place
has far-reaching implications for the nature of societies. The numbers are increasing rapidly,
especially in China , India and other newly industrialized countries. The first working
steam-powered vehicle was designedâ€”and quite possibly builtâ€”by Ferdinand Verbiest , a
Flemish member of a Jesuit mission in China around Nicolas-Joseph Cugnot is widely credited
with building the first full-scale, self-propelled mechanical vehicle or car in about ; he created a
steam-powered tricycle. It was unable to maintain sufficient steam pressure for long periods
and was of little practical use. The development of external combustion engines is detailed as
part of the history of the car but often treated separately from the development of true cars. A
variety of steam-powered road vehicles were used during the first part of the 19th century,
including steam cars , steam buses , phaetons , and steam rollers. Sentiment against them led
to the Locomotive Acts of In , Benz was granted a patent for his first engine, which had been
designed in Many of his other inventions made the use of the internal combustion engine
feasible for powering a vehicle. His first Motorwagen was built in in Mannheim , Germany. Benz
began promotion of the vehicle on 3 July , and about 25 Benz vehicles were sold between and ,
when his first four-wheeler was introduced along with a cheaper model. They also were
powered with four-stroke engines of his own design. Emile Roger of France, already producing
Benz engines under license, now added the Benz car to his line of products. Because France
was more open to the early cars, initially more were built and sold in France through Roger than
Benz sold in Germany. In August Bertha Benz , the wife of Karl Benz, undertook the first road
trip by car, to prove the road-worthiness of her husband's invention. In , Benz designed and
patented the first internal-combustion flat engine , called boxermotor. It was a horse-drawn
stagecoach built by another manufacturer, which they retrofitted with an engine of their design.
By about 30 vehicles had been built by Daimler and Maybach, either at the Daimler works or in
the Hotel Hermann, where they set up shop after disputes with their backers. Benz, Maybach
and the Daimler team seem to have been unaware of each other's early work. They never
worked together; by the time of the merger of the two companies, Daimler and Maybach were no
longer part of DMG. Daimler died in and later that year, Maybach designed an engine named
Daimler-Mercedes that was placed in a specially ordered model built to specifications set by
Emil Jellinek. This was a production of a small number of vehicles for Jellinek to race and
market in his country. Maybach quit DMG shortly thereafter and opened a business of his own.
Rights to the Daimler brand name were sold to other manufacturers. Negotiations between the
two companies resumed several years later when these conditions worsened, and in , they
signed an Agreement of Mutual Interest, valid until the year Both enterprises standardized
design, production, purchasing, and sales and they advertised or marketed their car models
jointly, although keeping their respective brands. Karl Benz remained a member of the board of
directors of Daimler-Benz until his death in , and at times, his two sons also participated in the
management of the company. They were attached to the first Parisâ€”Brestâ€”Paris bicycle
race, but finished 6 days after the winning cyclist, Charles Terront. The first design for an
American car with a gasoline internal combustion engine was made in by George Selden of
Rochester, New York. Selden applied for a patent for a car in , but the patent application expired

because the vehicle was never built. After a delay of sixteen years and a series of attachments
to his application, on 5 November , Selden was granted a United States patent U. Patent , for a
two-stroke car engine, which hindered, more than encouraged , development of cars in the
United States. His patent was challenged by Henry Ford and others, and overturned in In , the
first running, gasoline-powered American car was built and road-tested by the Duryea brothers
of Springfield, Massachusetts. In Britain, there had been several attempts to build steam cars
with varying degrees of success, with Thomas Rickett even attempting a production run in
Lawson in , after purchasing the right to use the name of the engines. Lawson's company made
its first car in , and they bore the name Daimler. In , he built the first diesel engine. Although
various pistonless rotary engine designs have attempted to compete with the conventional
piston and crankshaft design, only Mazda 's version of the Wankel engine has had more than
very limited success. All in all, it is estimated that over , patents created the modern automobile
and motorcycle. Large-scale, production-line manufacturing of affordable cars was started by
Ransom Olds in at his Oldsmobile factory in Lansing, Michigan and based upon stationary
assembly line techniques pioneered by Marc Isambard Brunel at the Portsmouth Block Mills ,
England, in The assembly line style of mass production and interchangeable parts had been
pioneered in the U. As a result, Ford's cars came off the line in fifteen-minute intervals, much
faster than previous methods, increasing productivity eightfold, while using less manpower
from Only Japan black would dry fast enough, forcing the company to drop the variety of colors
available before , until fast-drying Duco lacquer was developed in This is the source of Ford's
apocryphal remark, "any color as long as it's black". Ford's complex safety
proceduresâ€”especially assigning each worker to a specific location instead of allowing them
to roam aboutâ€”dramatically reduced the rate of injury. The efficiency gains from the assembly
line also coincided with the economic rise of the United States. The assembly line forced
workers to work at a certain pace with very repetitive motions which led to more output per
worker while other countries were using less productive methods. In the automotive industry,
its success was dominating, and quickly spread worldwide seeing the founding of Ford France
and Ford Britain in , Ford Denmark , Ford Germany ; in , Citroen was the first native European
manufacturer to adopt the production method. Soon, companies had to have assembly lines, or
risk going broke; by , companies which did not, had disappeared. Development of automotive
technology was rapid, due in part to the hundreds of small manufacturers competing to gain the
world's attention. Key developments included electric ignition and the electric self-starter both
by Charles Kettering , for the Cadillac Motor Company in â€” , independent suspension , and
four-wheel brakes. Since the s, nearly all cars have been mass-produced to meet market needs,
so marketing plans often have heavily influenced car design. It was Alfred P. Sloan who
established the idea of different makes of cars produced by one company, called the General
Motors Companion Make Program , so that buyers could "move up" as their fortunes improved.
Reflecting the rapid pace of change, makes shared parts with one another so larger production
volume resulted in lower costs for each price range. For example, in the s, LaSalles , sold by
Cadillac , used cheaper mechanical parts made by Oldsmobile ; in the s, Chevrolet shared hood,
doors, roof, and windows with Pontiac ; by the s, corporate powertrains and shared platforms
with interchangeable brakes , suspension, and other parts were common. Even so, only major
makers could afford high costs, and even companies with decades of production, such as
Apperson , Cole , Dorris , Haynes , or Premier, could not manage: of some two hundred
American car makers in existence in , only 43 survived in , and with the Great Depression , by ,
only 17 of those were left. In Europe, much the same would happen. Most British small-car
assemblers, from Abbey to Xtra , had gone under. Citroen did the same in France, coming to
cars in ; between them and other cheap cars in reply such as Renault 's 10CV and Peugeot 's
5CV , they produced , cars in , and Mors , Hurtu , and others could not compete. Only a handful
of companies were producing vehicles in limited numbers, and these were small, three-wheeled
for commercial uses, like Daihatsu , or were the result of partnering with European companies,
like Isuzu building the Wolseley A-9 in Toyota , Nissan , Suzuki , Mazda , and Honda began as
companies producing non-automotive products before the war, switching to car production
during the s. Kiichiro Toyoda's decision to take Toyoda Loom Works into automobile
manufacturing would create what would eventually become Toyota Motor Corporation , the
largest automobile manufacturer in the world. Subaru , meanwhile, was formed from a
conglomerate of six companies who banded together as Fuji Heavy Industries , as a result of
having been broken up under keiretsu legislation. According to the European Environment
Agency , the transport sector is a major contributor to air pollution , noise pollution and climate
change. Most cars in use in the s run on gasoline burnt in an internal combustion engine ICE.
The International Organization of Motor Vehicle Manufacturers says that, in countries that
mandate low sulfur gasoline, gasoline-fuelled cars built to late s standards such as Euro-6 emit

very little local air pollution. However some environmental groups say this phase-out of fossil
fuel vehicles must be brought forward to limit climate change. Production of gasoline fueled
cars peaked in Removal of fossil fuel subsidies, [43] [44] concerns about oil dependence ,
tightening environmental laws and restrictions on greenhouse gas emissions are propelling
work on alternative power systems for cars. This includes hybrid vehicles , plug-in electric
vehicles and hydrogen vehicles. Oil consumption has increased rapidly in the 20th and 21st
centuries because there are more cars; the â€” oil glut even fuelled the sales of low-economy
vehicles in OECD countries. The BRIC countries are adding to this consumption. Cars are
equipped with controls used for driving, passenger comfort, and safety, normally operated by a
combination of the use of feet and hands, and occasionally by voice on 21st-century cars.
These controls include a steering wheel , pedals for operating the brakes and controlling the
car's speed and, in a manual transmission car, a clutch pedal , a shift lever or stick for changing
gears, and a number of buttons and dials for turning on lights, ventilation, and other functions.
Modern cars' controls are now standardized, such as the location for the accelerator and brake,
but this was not always the case. Controls are evolving in response to new technologies, for
example, the electric car and the integration of mobile communications. Some of the original
controls are no longer required. For example, all cars once had controls for the choke valve,
clutch, ignition timing , and a crank instead of an electric starter. However new controls have
also been added to vehicles, making them more complex. These include air conditioning ,
navigation systems , and in car entertainment. Another trend is the replacement of physical
knobs and switches by secondary controls with touchscreen controls such as BMW 's iDrive
and Ford 's MyFord Touch. Another change is that while early cars' pedals were physically
linked to the brake mechanism and throttle, in the s, cars have increasingly replaced these
physical linkages with electronic controls. Cars are typically fitted with multiple types of lights.
These include headlights , which are used to illuminate the way ahead and make the car visible
to other users, so that the vehicle can be used at night; in some jurisdictions, daytime running
lights ; red brake lights to indicate when the brakes are applied; amber turn signal lights to
indicate the turn intentions of the driver; white-colored reverse lights to illuminate the area
behind the car and indicate that the driver will be or is reversing ; and on some vehicles,
additional lights e. Interior lights on the ceiling of the car are usually fitted for the driver and
passengers. Some vehicles also have a trunk light and, more rarely, an engine compartment
light. During the late 20th and early 21st century cars increased in weight due to batteries, [47]
modern steel safety cages, anti-lock brakes, airbags, and "more-powerfulâ€”if
more-efficientâ€”engines" [48] and, as of [update] , typically weigh between 1 and 3 tonnes.
Most cars are designed to carry multiple occupants, often with four or five seats. Cars with five
seats typically seat two passengers in the front and three in the rear. Full-size cars and large
sport utility vehicles can often carry six, seven, or more occupants depending on the
arrangement of the seats. On the other hand, sports cars are most often designed with only two
seats. The benefits may include on-demand transportation, mobility, independence and
convenience. Similarly the costs to society of car use may include; maintaining roads , land use
, air pollution , road congestion , public health , health care, and of disposing of the vehicle at
the end of its life; and can be balanced against the value of the benefits to society that car use
generates. Societal benefits may include: economy benefits, such as job and wealth creation, of
car production and maintenance, transportation provision, society wellbeing derived from
leisure and travel opportunities, and revenue generation from the tax opportunities. The ability
of humans to move flexibly from place to place has far-reaching implications for the nature of
societies. Cars are a major cause of urban air pollution , [59] with all types of cars producing
dust from brakes, tyres and road wear. Many governments are using fiscal policies, such as
road tax , to discourage the purchase and use of more polluting cars; [67] and many cities are
doing the same with low-emission zones. High fuel taxes or cultural change may provide a
strong incentive for consumers to purchase lighter, smaller, more fuel-efficient cars, or to not
drive. The lifetime of a car built in the s is expected to be about 16 years, or about 2 million
kilometres 1. The manufacture of vehicles is resource intensive, and many manufacturers now
report on the environmental performance of their factories, including energy usage, waste and
water consumption. Animals and plants are often negatively impacted by cars via habitat
destruction and pollution. More recent road developments are including significant
environmental mitigation in their designs, such as green bridges designed to allow wildlife
crossings and creating wildlife corridors. Growth in the popularity of vehicles and commuting
has led to traffic congestion. New materials [85] which may replace steel car bodies include
duralumin , fiberglass , carbon fiber , biocomposites , and carbon nanotubes. Telematics
technology is allowing more and more people to share cars, on a pay-as-you-go basis, through
car share and carpool schemes. Communication is also evolving due to connected car systems.

Fully autonomous vehicles, also known as driverless cars, already exist in prototype such as
the Google driverless car , but have a long way to go before they are in general use. There have
been several projects aiming to develop a car on the principles of open design , an approach to
designing in which the plans for the machinery and systems are publicly shared, often without
monetary compensation. The projects include OScar , Riversimple through 40fires. Some car
hacking through on-board diagnostics OBD has been done so far. Car-share arrangements and
carpooling are also increasingly popular, in the US and Europe. Services like car sharing
offering a residents to "share" a vehicle rather than own a car in already congested
neighborhoods. The automotive industry designs, develops, manufactures, markets, and sells
the world's motor vehicles , more than three-quarters of which are cars. In there were 70 million
cars manufactured worldwide, [92] down 2 million from the previous year. The automotive
industry in China produces by far the most 24 million in , followed by Japan 8 million , Germany
5 million and India 4 million. Around the world there are about a billion cars on the road; [94]
they burn over a trillion liters of gasoline and diesel fuel yearly, consuming about 50 EJ nearly
terawatt-hours of energy. Many of these negative impacts fall disproportionately on those social
groups who are also least likely to own and drive cars. The car industry is also facing
increasing competition from the public transport sector, as some people re-evaluate their
private vehicle usage. Established alternatives for some aspects of car use include public
transport such as buses, trolleybuses , trains, subways , tramways , light rail , cycling, and
walking. Bicycle sharing systems have been established in China and many European cities,
including Copenhagen and Amsterdam. Similar programs have been developed in large US
cities. The term motorcar was formerly also used in the context of electrified rail systems to
denote a car which functions as a small locomotive but also provides space for passengers and
baggage. These locomotive cars were often used on suburban routes by both interurban and
intercity railroad systems. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motorized passenger road
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Ford Motor Company , commonly known as Ford , is an American multinational automaker that
has its main headquarters in Dearborn, Michigan , a suburb of Detroit. It was founded by Henry
Ford and incorporated on June 16, The company sells automobiles and commercial vehicles
under the Ford brand, and most luxury cars under the Lincoln brand. The company is listed on
the New York Stock Exchange and is controlled by the Ford family ; they have minority
ownership but the majority of the voting power. Ford introduced methods for large-scale
manufacturing of cars and large-scale management of an industrial workforce using elaborately
engineered manufacturing sequences typified by moving assembly lines ; by , these methods
were known around the world as Fordism. Ford owned the Swedish automaker Volvo from to
Ford is the second-largest U. At the end of , Ford was the fifth largest automaker in Europe. The
Henry Ford Company was Henry Ford's first attempt at a car manufacturing company and was
established on November 3, This became the Cadillac Motor Company on August 22, , after Ford
left with the rights to his name. The first president was not Ford, but local banker John S. Gray ,
who was chosen to assuage investors' fears that Ford would leave the new company the way he
had left its predecessor. During its early years, the company produced just a few cars a day at

its factory on Mack Avenue and later at its factory on Piquette Avenue in Detroit , Michigan.
Groups of two or three men worked on each car, assembling it from parts made mostly by
supplier companies contracting for Ford. Within a decade, the company would lead the world in
the expansion and refinement of the assembly line concept, and Ford soon brought much of the
part production in-house vertical integration. Henry Ford was 39 years old when he founded the
Ford Motor Company, which would go on to become one of the world's largest and most
profitable companies. It has been in continuous family control for over years and is one of the
largest family-controlled companies in the world. The first gasoline-powered automobile had
been created in by the German inventor Carl Benz Benz Patent-Motorwagen. More efficient
production methods were needed to make automobiles affordable for the middle class, to which
Ford contributed by, for instance, introducing the first moving assembly line in at the Ford
factory in Highland Park. Hundreds or a few thousand of most of these were sold per year. In ,
Ford introduced the mass-produced Model T , which totaled millions sold over nearly 20 years.
In , Ford replaced the T with the Model A , the first car with safety glass in the windshield. In an
attempt to compete with General Motors' mid-priced Pontiac, Oldsmobile, and Buick, Ford
created the Mercury in as a higher-priced companion car to Ford. Henry Ford purchased the
Lincoln Motor Company in , in order to compete with such brands as Cadillac and Packard for
the luxury segment of the automobile market. In , Ford was contracted by the government of the
Soviet Union to set up the Gorky Automobile Plant in Russia initially producing Ford Model A
and AAs thereby playing an important role in the industrialization of that country. Ford Germany
, Ford's subsidiary in Germany, produced military vehicles and other equipment for Nazi
Germany 's war effort. Some of Ford's operations in Germany at the time were run using forced
labor. The creation of a scientific laboratory in Dearborn, Michigan in , doing unfettered basic
research, led to Ford's unlikely involvement in superconductivity research. Ford offered the
Lifeguard safety package from , which included such innovations as a standard deep-dish
steering wheel, optional front, and, for the first time in a car, rear seatbelts, and an optional
padded dash. In late , Ford established the Continental division as a separate luxury car
division. This division was responsible for the manufacture and sale of the famous Continental
Mark II. At the same time, the Edsel division was created to design and market that car starting
with the model year. With the s, Ford introduced several highly successful vehicles around the
world. During the s, Ford began using the advertising slogan, "Have you driven a Ford, lately?
With the dawn of the new century, legacy health care costs , higher fuel prices, and a faltering
economy led to falling market shares, declining sales, and diminished profit margins. Most of
the corporate profits came from financing consumer automobile loans through Ford Motor
Credit Company. By , both Ford and GM 's corporate bonds had been downgraded to junk
status [25] as a result of high U. Profit margins decreased on large vehicles due to increased
"incentives" in the form of rebates or low-interest financing to offset declining demand. Fields
previewed the Plan, named The Way Forward , at the December 7, , board meeting of the
company and it was unveiled to the public on January 23, Ford moved to introduce a range of
new vehicles, including " Crossover SUVs " built on unibody car platforms, rather than more
body-on-frame chassis. In developing the hybrid electric powertrain technologies for the Ford
Escape Hybrid SUV, Ford licensed similar Toyota hybrid technologies [28] to avoid patent
infringements. Under the multimillion-dollar, multi-year project, Ford will convert a
demonstration fleet of Ford Escape Hybrids into plug-in hybrids, and SCE will evaluate how the
vehicles might interact with the home and the utility's electrical grid. Some of the vehicles will
be evaluated "in typical customer settings", according to Ford. William Clay Ford Jr. Ford sold
motorsport engineering company Cosworth to Gerald Forsythe and Kevin Kalkhoven in , the
start of a decrease in Ford's motorsport involvement. Upon the retirement of president and chief
operations officer Jim Padilla in April , Bill Ford assumed his roles as well. The agreement
included the establishment of a company-funded, independently run Voluntary Employee
Beneficiary Association VEBA trust to shift the burden of retiree health care from the
company's books, thereby improving its balance sheet. This arrangement took effect on
January 1, The agreement also gives hourly workers the job security they were seeking by
having the company commit to substantial investments in most of its factories. During
congressional hearings held in November at Washington D. But we also must prepare ourselves
for the prospect of further deteriorating economic conditions". Mulally went on to state that
"The collapse of one of our competitors would have a severe impact on Ford" and that Ford
Motor Company supports both Chrysler and General Motors in their search for government
bridge loans in the face of conditions caused by the financial crisis. Mulally stated that "In
addition to our plan, we are also here today to request support for the industry. In the near-term,
Ford does not require access to a government bridge loan. On December 19, the cost of credit
default swaps to insure the debt of Ford was 68 percent the sum insured for five years in

addition to annual payments of 5 percent. The company retained sufficient liquidity to fund its
operations. On October 29, , Ford announced the sale of its climate control components
business, its last remaining automotive components operation, to Detroit Thermal Systems LLC
for an undisclosed price. The generous amount has been a sore point for some workers of the
company. In April , Ford announced a plan to modernize its Dearborn engineering and
headquarters campuses through a ten-year building project. The end result would see the
number of Ford employees working in these areas doubling, to 24, During construction, some of
the employees were relocated out of the campus to a temporary location in a disused section of
the local shopping mall. The Ford Focus will now be manufactured in the existing plant in
Mexico. The new site was expected to have a major focus on the development of autonomous
vehicle and electric vehicle technology. In February , Ford Motor Co. In May , Ford announced
cuts to its global workforce amid efforts to address the company's declining share price and to
improve profits. Hackett most recently oversaw the formation of Ford Smart Mobility, a unit
responsible for experimenting with car-sharing programs, self-driving ventures and other
programs aimed at helping Ford better compete with Uber , Alphabet Inc. On April 25, , Ford
announced that it will discontinue passenger cars in the North American market in the next four
years, except for the Mustang, due to declining demand and profitability. Due to the vehicle
being manufactured in China, Ford later announced that it would not release the Focus Active in
the United States, due to tariffs imposed by the Trump administration on Chinese exports. With
the change in the demand on the sport vehicles, on 6 January , Ford reported a sales fall of 9. In
fact, Ford sold , vehicles comparing to , in Earley, Jr. Helman IV, William E. Kennard , John C.
Lechleiter , Ellen Marram, John L. In August , it was revealed that Jim Farley is to become the
new chief executive officer of the company; he previously served as Ford's chief operating
officer. The company's former CEO, Hackett, will stay in the company as an advisor until the
second quarter of The Ford Driving Skills for Life program is a driver safety program aimed at
teens that were developed together with the Governors Highway Safety Association and safety
experts. Ford also has a cooperative agreement with Russian automaker GAZ. At first, Ford in
Germany and Ford in Britain built different models from one another until , when the Ford
Transit and later the Ford Escort and the Ford Capri became common to both companies. In ,
the Ford Taunus and the Ford Cortina came into production with a common base construction,
both models being produced in left hand drive and right hand drive. Later on, the models
became identical and the respective models right and left hand drive exclusively.
Rationalisation of model ranges meant that production of many models in the UK switched to
elsewhere in Europe, including Belgium and Spain as well as Germany. The Ford Sierra
replaced the Taunus and Cortina in , drawing criticism for its radical aerodynamic styling, which
was soon given nicknames, the "Jellymould" and "The Salesman's Spaceship. In February ,
Ford ended car production in the UK. It was the first time in 90 years that Ford cars had not
been made in Britain, although production of the Transit van continued at the company's
Southampton facility until mid, engines at Bridgend and Dagenham , and transmissions at
Halewood. Ford also produced the Thames range of commercial vehicles, although the use of
this brand name was discontinued circa Ford also owns a joint-venture production plant in
Turkey. Ford Otosan , established in the s, manufactures the Transit Connect compact panel
van as well as the "Jumbo" and long-wheelbase versions of the full-size Transit. This new
production facility was set up near Kocaeli in , and its opening marked the end of Transit
assembly in Genk. In , Ford acquired a majority stake in Automobile Craiova , Romania. Starting
, the Ford Transit Connect was Ford's first model produced in Craiova , followed, in , by
low-capacity car engines and a new small class car, the B-Max. Its Anglia two-door saloon was
one of the most quirky-looking small family cars in Europe at the time of its launch, but buyers
soon became accustomed to its looks and it was hugely popular with British buyers in
particular. It was still selling well when replaced by the more practical Escort in The third
incarnation of the Ford Escort was launched in and marked the company's move from
rear-wheel drive saloons to front-wheel drive hatchbacks in the small family car sector. The
fourth generation Escort was produced from until , although its successor â€” the Focus â€”
had been on sale since On its launch, the Focus was arguably the most dramatic-looking and
fine-handling small family cars on sale and sold in huge volumes right up to the launch of the
next generation Focus at the end of The Ford Sierra â€” replacement for the long-running and
massively popular Cortina and Taunus models â€” was a style-setter at the time of its launch.
Its ultramodern aerodynamic design was a world away from a boxy, sharp-edged Cortina, and it
was massively popular just about everywhere it was sold. A series of updates kept it looking
relatively fresh until it was replaced by the front-wheel drive Mondeo at the start of The rise in
popularity of small cars during the s saw Ford enter the mini-car market in with its Fiesta
hatchback. Most of its production was concentrated at Valencia in Spain, and the Fiesta sold in

huge figures from the very start. An update in and the launch of an all-new model in
strengthened its position in the small car market. On October 24, , Ford announced that it would
be closing its Genk assembly plant in eastern Belgium by the end of Ford formed its first
passenger-vehicle joint venture in China in , six years behind GM and more than a decade after
VW. This includes Ford's largest-ever factory complex in the southwestern city of Chongqing.
Ford had 2. GM outsells Ford in China by more than six-to-one. Ford began assembly of cars in
Thailand in , but withdrew from the country in , and did not return until when it formed a joint
venture with Mazda called Auto Alliance. The factory built in in Singapore was shortly taken
over by the Japanese during the war and was the site of a surrender of the British to the
Japanese, at the factory site which is now a national monument in Singapore. On April 30, , Ford
Motor Co. Previously, heavy importation taxes had stifled imported car purchases in Myanmar,
but due to currency reform, lifting of previous import restrictions, and the abolishment of
shadow currency , Myanmar's car market had grown in demand. Ford then developed a
relationship with Korea's oldest car manufacturer Kia which built vehicles co-engineered with
Mazda , later selling the Ford Festiva from to , and the Ford Aspire from to for export to the
United States. With the acquisition of a stake in Japanese manufacturer Mazda in , Ford began
selling Mazda's Familia and Capella as the Ford Laser and Telstar throughout the region,
replacing the European-sourced Escort and Cortina. Though the Sable was branded and
marketed as a Kia, it retained the Mercury badges and emblem. Ford lost their Kia interest to
Hyundai in during the Asian financial crisis. Ford India began production in at Chennai , Tamil
Nadu , with its Ford Escort model, which was later replaced by the locally produced Ford Ikon in
It has since added the Fusion, Fiesta, Mondeo and Endeavour models to its product line. On
March 9, , Ford launched its first made-for-India compact car. Ford's market presence in the
Middle East has traditionally been small, partly due to previous Arab boycotts of companies
dealing with Israel. Ford and Lincoln vehicles are currently marketed in ten countries in the
region. Ford also established itself in Egypt in but faced an uphill battle during the s due to the
hostile nationalist business environment. Ford employs over 18, people and operates seven
assembly or other plants in the region. In early , Ford's Brazil branch announced it would end
completely cease production in the country over the course of a few months. In Africa, Ford's
market presence has traditionally been strongest in South Africa and neighbouring countries,
with only trucks being sold elsewhere on the continent. Ford in South Africa began by importing
kits from Canada to be assembled at its Port Elizabeth facility. Following international
condemnation of apartheid , Ford divested from South Africa in , and sold its stake in Samcor,
although it licensed the use of its brand name to the company. Ford now sells a local sedan
version of the Fiesta also built in India and Mexico , and the Focus. The Falcon model from
Australia was also sold in South Africa but was dropped in while the Mondeo, after briefly being
assembled locally, was dropped in The Mondeo was later reintroduced in , badged as the
Fusion but was dropped in The Ford Research and Innovation Center in Palo Alto was first
opened in , and in January , announced plans to significantly expand its operations. Ford
decided to shut down their entire operations in Indonesia , including their dealer network by
second half of Ford established a manufacturing facility in the port city of Yokohama in
February , where Model T vehicles were assembled using imported knock-down kits. Production
ceased in as a result of political tensions between Japan and the United States. After World War
II, Ford did not have a presence in Japan, as the Ford facility was appropriated by the Japanese
Government until when property was returned as a possession of the Ford Motor Company and
became a research and development location for Ford partner Mazda. In , Ford acquired a The
Autorama sales channel was renamed Ford Sales of Japan in Mazda manufactured Ford
vehicles in Japan and sold them as Fords at the Autorama locations. Ford increased its
shareholding in Mazda to In Australia and New Zealand, the popular Ford Falcon â€” had long
been considered the average family car and is considerably larger than the Mondeo, Ford's
largest car sold in Europe. Between and , the Falcon was based on a U. A ute short for "utility",
known in the US as pickup truck version is also available with the same range of drivetrains. In
addition, Ford Australia sells highly tuned limited-production Falcon sedans and utes through
its performance car division, Ford Performance Vehicles until it closed in In New Zealand, Ford
was second in market share in the first eight months of with Ford discontinued the Fairlane in
and LTD in Ford had announced that their Geelong engine manufacturing plant would be shut
down between and They had earlier announced local manufacturing of the Focus small car
starting from , but instead decided to import the model from Ford's plant in Thailand. In
Australia, the Laser was one of Ford Australia 's most successful models and was
manufactured in Ford's Homebush plant from until the plant's closure in September It outsold
the Mazda , despite being almost identical to it because the Laser was manufactured in
Australia and Ford was perceived as a local brand. The scheduled closure of Ford's Australian

manufacturing base in was confirmed on May 23, It was noted that the corporate fleet and
government sales that account for two-thirds of large, local car sales in Australia are
insufficient to keep Ford's products profitable and viable in Australia. The decision will affect
Ford workersâ€”over employees in Geelong and more than in Broadmeadowsâ€”who will lose
their jobs by October Ford Motor Company sells a broad range of automobiles under the Ford
marque worldwide, and an additional range of luxury automobiles under the Lincoln marque in
the United States. The company has sold vehicles under a number of other marques during its
history. The Mercury brand was introduced by Ford in , continuing in production until when
poor sales led to its discontinuation. In , the Merkur brand was introduced in the United States
to market products produced by Ford of Europe; it was discontinued in In November , it reduced
its Ford and Mazda remain strategic partners through exchanges of technological information
and joint ventures, including an American joint venture plant in Flat Rock, Michigan called Auto
Alliance. On April 25, , Ford announced that it planned to phase out all but one of its North
American automobile models the Mustang will be the sole surviving model to focus primarily on
trucks and SUVs. Ford had also planned to introduce an "Active" crossover version of the
next-generation Focus , but canceled those plans due to tariff issues between the United States
and China. From the s to late s, Ford's Ford F-Series were used as the base for light trucks for
the North American market. Most of these ventures are now extinct. The European one that
lasted longest was the lorries arm of Ford of Britain , which became part of the Iveco group in
Ford had a minority share in the new company and Iveco took over sales and production of the
Ford Cargo range. At the end of , Ford sold the rights to its heavy trucks division to the
Freightliner Trucks division of Daimler AG, with Ford producing the Cargo, Louisville, and
Aeromax, through the model year. During the model year, Freightliner began production of its
own versions of Ford-developed trucks in St. Thomas, Ontario, launching the Sterling truck
brand. For , Ford briefly withdrew from production of medium-duty trucks. Ford manufactured
complete buses in the company's early history, but today the role of the company has changed
to that of a second stage manufacturer. In North America, the E-Series is still used as a chassis
for small school buses and the F is used in commercial bus markets. In the s and s, the
medium-duty B was a popular chassis used by school bus body manufacturers including
Thomas Built , Ward , and Blue Bird , but Ford lost its market share due to industry contraction
and agreements between body manufacturers. Older bus models included:. In , Ford introduced
the Ford Transit Bus , a series of small transit buses with bodies built by a second party.
Originally a front-engine design, it was modified to a rear-engine design in About 1, to 1, of the
original design were built, and around 12, of the rear-engine design, which was in production
until [] rebranded as the Universal Bus in Rear-engine Transit Bus chassis model numbers: [].
The "Henry Ford and Son Company" began making Fordson tractors in Henry's hometown of
Springwells later part of Dearborn , Michigan from to , from to , at Cork , Ireland, and â€” at
Dagenham , England, later transferred to Basildon. They were also produced in Leningrad
beginning in Ford reentered the tractor market in with the Ford N-series tractors. The Ford N8,
introduced in , became the most popular tractor of all time in North America. Production of the
N line of models ended in The Ford NAA tractor was introduced as an entirely new model in It
was a replacement for the Ford N-Series tractors. Larger than the 8N, with a four-cylinder
engine, and streamlined styling. In , Ford expanded its tractor business when it purchased the
Sperry-New Holland skid-steer loader and hay baler, hay tools and implement company from
Sperry Corporation and formed Ford-New Holland which bought out Versatile tractors in Ford
offers automotive finance through Ford Motor Credit Company. Ford's FoMoCo parts division
sells aftermarket parts under the Motorcraft brand name. It has spun off its parts division under
the name Visteon. As a constructor, Ford won the World Sportscar Championship three times in
, , and , and the World Rally Championship three times in , and Formula Ford , conceived in the
UK in , is an entry-level type of formula racing with wingless single-seater cars. Many of today's
formula racing drivers started their car racing careers in this category. Ford was heavily
involved in Formula One for many years and supplied engines to a large number of teams from
until These engines were designed and manufactured by Cosworth , the racing division that was
owned by Ford from to Ford entered Formula One as a constructor in under the Jaguar Racing
name, after buying the Stewart Grand Prix team which had been its primary 'works' team in the
series since Jaguar achieved little success in Formula One, and after a turbulent five seasons,
Ford withdrew from the category after the season , selling both Jaguar Racing which became
Red Bull Racing and Cosworth to Gerald Forsythe and Kevin Kalkhoven. The Ford nameplate
has won eight manufacturer's championships in Sprint Cup while Mercury has won one. Ford
had last won a drivers' championship in the Cup Series with Joey Logano in Ford has a long
history in rallying and has been active in the World Rally Championship since the beginning of
the world championship, the season. Ford is the only manufacturer to score in the points for 92

consecutive races; since the season opener Monte Carlo Rally. Ford has competed in rallycross
with its Ford Fiesta and Ford Focus. Ford sports cars have been visible in the world of sports
car racing since Most notably the GT40 won the 24 Hours of Le Mans four times in the s and is
the only American car to ever win overall at this prestigious event. The Ford Mustang has
arguably been Ford's most successful sports car. Ford dominated Trans-Am in the s with
Tommy Kendall winning championships in , , , and with Paul Gentilozzi adding yet another title
in Ford and Michelin teamed up to provide custom-engineered tires for the Ford Performance
vehicle lineup. Ford has branched out into drifting with the introduction of the new model
Mustang. The alternative fossil fuel vehicles, such as some versions of the Crown Victoria
especially in fleet and taxi service, operate on compressed natural gas â€”or CNG. Some CNG
vehicles have dual fuel tanks â€” one for gasoline, the other for CNG â€” the same engine can
operate on either fuel via a selector switch. Part of the challenge of successful marketing
alternative and flexible fuel vehicles in the U. Significant efforts to ramp up production and
distribution of E85 fuels are underway and expanding. In , Ford and Toyota agreed a patent
sharing accord which granted Ford access to certain hybrid technology patented by Toyota; in
exchange, Ford licensed Toyota some of its own patents. With this vehicle, Ford was third to the
automotive market with a hybrid electric vehicle and the first hybrid electric SUV to market. This
was also the first hybrid electric vehicle with a flexible fuel capability to run on E The similar
Mazda Tribute will also receive a hybrid-electric powertrain option, along with many other
vehicles in the Ford vehicle line. In , Ford announced a goal to make , hybrids a year by , but by
mid announced that it would not meet that goal, due to excessively high costs and the lack of
sufficient supplies of the hybrid-electric batteries and drivetrain system components. This
engineering study is expected to yield more than new hybrid-electric vehicle models and
derivatives. Bill Ford was one of the first top industry executives to make regular use of a
battery electric vehicle , a Ford Ranger EV , while the company contracted with the United
States Postal Service to deliver electric postal vans based on the Ranger EV platform. Ford
discontinued a line of electric Ranger pickup trucks and ordered them destroyed, though it
reversed in January , after environmentalist protest. From to , Ford offered the Ford TH! NK car.
Ford ended production and ordered all the cars repossessed and destroyed, even as many of
the people leasing them begged to be able to buy the cars from Ford. After outcry from the
lessees and activists in the US and Norway, Ford returned the cars to Norway for sale. The
Azure Transit Connect Electric was an all-electric van developed as a collaboration between
Azure Dynamics and Ford Motor Company, but Azure was the official manufacturer of record.
Ford continues to provide servicing. The Ford Focus Electric is based on the next generation
Focus internal combustion vehicle, converted to an all-electric propulsion system as a
production electric car by Magna International, and retail sales began in the U. Ford has a
pending trademark application on the "Model E" name, [] preventing the Tesla Model 3 in using
the name. In October , Ford announced its Team Edison battery-electric vehicle group to lead
the company's renewed efforts into the EV market, in which it currently offers only the Focus
subcompact and has plans for a small mile SUV by Ford also continues to study fuel cell
-powered electric powertrains and has demonstrated hydrogen-fueled internal combustion
engine technologies, as well as developing the next-generation hybrid-electric systems. Ford
has launched the production of hydrogen-powered shuttle buses, using hydrogen instead of
gasoline in a standard internal combustion engine , for use at airports and convention centers.
It has a large hydrogen storage tank which is situated in the center of the car taking the original
place of the conventional model's automatic transmission. The fuel cell Explorer the first in a
series of prototypes partly funded by the United States Department of Energy to expand efforts
to determine the feasibility of hydrogen- powered vehicles. The fuel cell Explorer is one of
several vehicles with green technology being featured at the L. Ford Motor Company
announced it will accelerate its plans to produce more fuel-efficient cars, changing both its
North American manufacturing plans and its lineup of vehicles available in the United States. In
terms of North American manufacturing, the company will convert three existing truck and sport
utility vehicle SUV plants for small car production, with the first conversion at its Michigan
Truck Plant. Ford will also introduce to North America six of its European small vehicles,
including two versions of the Ford Fiesta, by the end of Ford of Europe developed the ECOnetic
programme to address the market and legislative need for higher fuel efficiency and lower CO2
emissions. As opposed to the hybrid engine technology used in competitor products such as
the Toyota Prius , ECOnetic improves existing technology. Using lower consuming Duratorq
TDCi diesel engines, and based on a combination of improved aerodynamics, lower resistance,
and improved efficiency, the Ford Fiesta is currently the lowest emitting mass-produced car in
Europe [] while the Ford Focus ECOnetic will have better fuel consumption than the Prius or the
Volkswagen Golf BlueMotion. In , under the leadership of the current Ford chairman, William

Clay Ford, the company announced [] a planned 25 percent improvement in the average mileage
of its SUVs â€” to be completed by the calendar year. In , Ford announced that competitive
market conditions and technological and cost challenges would prevent the company from
achieving this goal. For the model year, Ford had thirteen U. Ford claimed to have eliminated
nearly three million pounds of smog-forming emissions from their U. According to company,
reduction in carbon footprint and power cost will be achieved by developing 'Power Profiles' for
every PC in the company. Ford has also been a major sponsor of the UEFA Champions League
for over two decades and is also a longtime sponsor of the Sky media channel's coverage of
Premier League football. Senior Ford marketer Mark Jones explained in May the process behind
the two sponsorship deals:. We start with a blank piece of paper and work out if the
sponsorship still works for us and ask does it meet our objectives? We want to find a moment
in time when people come together and have a collective experience and we achieve this
through the sponsorships. Only models sold in Continental Europe and the British Isles are
shown, overseas territories often have different offerings. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. American multinational automobile manufacturer. For other uses, see Ford
disambiguation. Traded as. Dearborn, Michigan. Automotive finance Vehicle leasing Vehicle
service. Operating income. Net income. Ford Lincoln Motorcraft. Main article: History of Ford
Motor Company. Main article: Ford of Europe. Main article: Ford Motor Company of Japan. Main
article: Ford Performance. Main article: Ford World Rally Team. This section needs to be
updated. The reason given is: this section did not include newer electric and hybrid models.
Please update this article to reflect recent events or newly available information. January See
also: Hybrid electric vehicle. See also: Plug-in electric vehicle. Cars portal Companies portal
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